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Preface

Plasma refers to a state of matter or ionized gas consisting of a collection of charged 
particles, including electrons and positive ions, along with neutral particles. These 
charged particles are coupled via electromagnetic interaction that exhibits collec-
tive behavior. This ionization can occur through various processes such as external 
heating, collisions, or exposure to strong electromagnetic fields via laser-plasma 
interactions. The naturally occurring plasmas include stars, lightning, and the Earth’s 
ionosphere and can also be generated artificially in laboratories and industries for 
materials synthesis and surface modification. Plasma is a highly conductive sub-
stance, which makes it useful for many applications such as in the creation of plasma 
televisions, fluorescent lights, and fusion reactors.

This book discusses linear and nonlinear aspects of plasma physics. The chapters 
present research in the field and discuss such topics as waves and instabilities in 
plasma and their dispersion, technological aspects of plasma devices, derivation, 
and more. This book is a useful resource for postgraduate students and researchers in 
plasma physics.

Chapter 1 presents a summary of the book, while Chapter 2 deals with stable and 
unstable plasma oscillations with the help of two-fluid plasma hydrodynamics under 
the linear wave analysis for small-amplitude waves (nonlinear terms are ignored). It 
also discusses the applications of Rayleigh-Taylor instability in different fields. The 
dispersion relation is solved numerically to discuss the growing waves in plasma.

Chapter 3 reviews nonlinear wave structures such as solitons, supersolitons, rouge 
waves, shock waves, and others. The nonlinearities cannot be overlooked for the high-
amplitude waves, as mentioned in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 also discusses the various 
properties of dust lattice solitary waves, dust acoustic solitary waves, shock waves, 
and dust ion-acoustic solitary waves in an inhomogeneous plasma. 

Chapter 4 investigates the growth rate of plasma instability in quantum plasma under 
the normal mode analysis for small-amplitude waves. The thermal de Broglie wave-
length of ions and electrons is comparable to the inter-particle separation in dense 
plasmas that are kept at low temperatures. Under these conditions, the quantum 
effect becomes more significant than the classical one.  

Chapter 5 explains particle acceleration in the Venus plasma wake. 

Chapter 6 covers the selection of dielectric materials and power handling capability 
of radiofrequency (RF) windows. The gyrotron is used in plasma fusion machines as 
a high-power millimeter-wave source for electron cyclotron resonance heating. The 
design analysis of RF windows with window disk thickness and diameter are opti-
mized considering the minimum return loss and the minimum insertion loss by using 
CST MICROWAVE STUDIO software. 
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Chapter 7 focuses on the application of plasma structures for the realization of 
reconfigurable antennas. 
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: Recent 
Advances in Plasmas Physics
Sukhmander Singh

1. Introduction

Plasma, the fourth state of matter, is a highly ionized form of gas where the density of 
ions and free electrons is high enough to exhibit collective behavior. In a plasma, the ions 
and free electrons are no longer bound to individual atoms or molecules but instead form 
a collective “soup” of charged particles. In a plasma, the behavior of charged particles 
is governed by both electromagnetic forces and interparticle collisions, including Van 
der Waals forces. However, in many cases, the effects of electromagnetic fields are 
dominant over the effects of interparticle collisions [1]. These electromagnetic interac-
tions can result in collective behavior, such as the formation of waves and oscillations in 
the plasma. In a plasma, waves can be attenuated due to a number of mechanisms, such 
as collisional damping, Landau damping, and cyclotron damping. The plasma can be 
created using a variety of methods, including microwave discharges, radio frequency 
(RF) discharges, and arc discharges. The properties of the plasma can be controlled by 
adjusting the power, frequency, and duration of the discharge [2].

2. Concept of plasma fluid instabilities

Plasma fluid instabilities are a common occurrence in plasma physics, where they 
play a critical role in the behavior and dynamics of plasmas. These instabilities can be 
classified into two broad categories: hydrodynamic instabilities, which are driven by 
fluid dynamics, and kinetic instabilities, which are driven by the interactions between 
individual particles. Some examples of plasma fluid instabilities include the Rayleigh-
Taylor instability, the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, the tearing mode instability, and 
the drift wave instability. These instabilities can have significant impacts on plasma 
behavior, including transport, confinement, and energy transfer. For instance, the 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability can lead to plasma mixing and turbulence, while the 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability can cause plasma transport across magnetic field lines. 
Plasma has numerous industrial applications due to its unique properties such as high 
energy, high temperature, and chemical reactivity [3–14].

3. Applications of plasma in various fields

Plasma is used in the manufacturing of semiconductors, which are used in elec-
tronic devices. The plasma etching process is used to pattern silicon wafers for the 
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production of integrated circuits. Plasma technology is used in aerospace and defense 
applications, such as plasma thrusters for space propulsion, plasma-assisted combus-
tion for jet engines, and plasma-based weapons.

Plasma antennas work by ionizing gas to create a plasma, which can conduct elec-
tromagnetic waves. A plasma antenna uses plasma as the conducting medium instead 
of metal. Plasma antennas have several advantages over traditional metal antennas, 
including their ability to be reconfigured in real time, their low profile, and their 
ability to operate over a wide range of frequencies. Today, plasma antennas are used in 
a military and civilian communication systems, radar, and satellite communication.

The study of quantum plasma is an exciting and rapidly evolving area of research 
that has the potential to revolutionize our understanding of the behavior of matter 
at the quantum level. The quantum effects become important because the length 
and timescales involved are on the order of the de Broglie wavelength. This leads to 
the emergence of collective modes, such as plasmons and phonons, which are not 
observed in classical plasmas. The modes are quantum plasma wakefield acceleration 
and Bose-Einstein condensation (leading to novel behavior such as the superfluidity 
of the plasma). The quantum plasma is relevant for understanding the behavior of 
plasmas in extreme environments such as the interiors of stars and the early universe.

In plasmas, solitary waves can form due to the nonlinear behavior of the plasma, 
where the response of the plasma to an external perturbation depends on the ampli-
tude of the perturbation, and the response of the plasma to an external perturba-
tion depends on the amplitude of the perturbation. The solitons can be described 
mathematically with the Korteweg-deVries (KdV) equation. Solitary waves cab be 
used to transport energy and momentum in plasmas over a long distance. The refer-
ences discuss the ion acoustic soliton experiments in a plasma [15–17]. A Gyrotron 
is a high-power, high-frequency microwave device that uses the interaction between 
the electrons and the cyclotron resonance frequency (CRF) to generate RF energy. 
Solitary waves can be used in fusion research, industrial heating, and advanced 
communication systems [18].
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Chapter 2

Plasma Waves and Rayleigh–Taylor
Instability: Theory and Application
Sukhmander Singh, Bhavna Vidhani, Sonia Yogi, Ashish Tyagi,
Sanjeev Kumar and Shravan Kumar Meena

Abstract

The presence of plasma density gradient is one of the main sources of
Rayleigh–Taylor instability (RTI). The Rayleigh–Taylor instability has application in
meteorology to explain cloud formations and in astrophysics to explain finger forma-
tion. It has wide applications in the inertial confinement fusion to determine the yield
of the reaction. The aim of the chapter is to discuss the current status of the research
related to RTI. The current research related to RTI has been reviewed, and general
dispersion relation has been derived under the thermal motion of electron. The
perturbed densities of ions and electrons are determined using two fluid approach
under the small amplitude of oscillations. The dispersion equation is derived with the
help of Poisson’s equation and solved numerically to investigate the effect of various
parameters on the growth rate and real frequency. It has been shown that the real
frequency increases with plasma density gradient, electron temperature and the
wavenumber, but magnetic field has opposite effect on it. On the other hand, the
growth rate of instability increases with magnetic field and density gradient, but it
decreases with electron temperature and wave number.

Keywords: Rayleigh Taylor instability, plasma, density gradient, real frequency,
growth rate

1. Introduction

In the fluid mechanics, there are mainly two types of flows, i.e., laminar and non-
laminar. Streamline flow is the example of laminar flow, and turbulent flow is non-
laminar. A laminar flow converted to non-laminar due to some gradient or due to
some perturbation in pressure and temperature. During the process of converting a
flow from laminar to non-laminar, it produces some patterns in between the two
states which are unstable and caused due to instability in the fluid [1]. There are many
instabilities occurred due to many reasons, for example, Rayleigh–Taylor instability,
Kelvin–Helmholtz instability, electrostatic instability, drift instability, electromag-
netic instability, etc. Chandrasekhar was the first to introduce viscosity while analyz-
ing the RTI problem at spherical accelerated interface [1]. In general instability means
redistribution of energy, and this redistribution can occur due to some perturbation
(external small disturbance). In some cases, we need to compress/reduce the
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instability to make better use of the appliance or the system to improve the perfor-
mance. As in case of Rayleigh–Taylor instability, a heavy fluid is loaded on top of the
lighter fluid in presence of gravitation, which always acts in downward direction as
shown in Figure 1. Rayleigh–Taylor instability is a type of buoyancy-driven instability
[1–3]. One example that can be observed at home is, when cold milk is added to hot
tea/water (lighter-less density), then there are spikes created in the tea/water due to
milk, and this is basic example of Rayleigh–Taylor instability. Some more examples of
Rayleigh–Taylor instability which occurs in nature and industrial process are the
instability in cold and hot water of oceans and rivers, in ionosphere due to solar
radiation, in nuclear explosion and gas bubbles formation under the water. Most of the
time RTI was solved using linear equations due to small perturbation but nonlinear
method also exists for the situation, when perturbed amplitude is more and nonlinear
terms of the equation cannot be neglected due to their reasonable magnitude [1–5].

Another type of instability is the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability is one another
macro-instability, which is due to shearing effect in single fluid due to different
velocities or having different velocities at the interface of two fluids relative to each
other [5]. It can be observed, when clouds make spiral shape patterns and roll around
each other, then there exists Kelvin–Helmholtz Instability. It is caused due to flow of
bulk plasma and have considerably long wavelength than gyro-radii of any kind [3].
Some examples include the red spot on Jupiter and the Sun’s atmosphere [2]. Electro-
static instabilities K-H and R-T are caused by velocity space inhomogeneity [3]. As an
electromagnetic wave can propagate in plasma, electrostatic wave cannot even leave
and penetrate the plasma. The electromagnetic instability is also a micro-instability,
and it is caused due to velocity-space inhomogeneity or deformation of phase-space
distribution function. Both electrostatic and electromagnetic plasma are developed in
an unmagnetized plasma with different specific conditions for both.

The another universal and linear instability known as drift instability is caused by
destabilizing of drift waves (which is driven by pressure gradient) due to difference in
motion of the two components of plasma, i.e., electrons and ions in a magnetized
plasma. Generally, plasma are inhomogeneous and density gradient in plasma support
drift wave, which trigger drift instability in microscopic scale. Maximum time this
type of instability exists in astrophysical plasma [2, 3].

Talking about the Rayleigh–Taylor Instability, there are a lot of applications for
Rayleigh–Taylor instability from space to laboratory, from plasma to any fluid. But
there are certain applications that are more beneficial where Rayleigh–Taylor insta-
bility (RTI) is important to study to make good material, machine or to reduce the
energy loss due to instability in some part of system [6–9]. RTI is used in tokamak to

Figure 1.
Plasma species under a gravitational field.
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confine the plasma and gases by giving the conditions using comparing time of
instability and fusion. More different types of RTI were studied in the past with
simulations in 2D and 3D and observed a RTI in case of magnetohydrodynamics in the
supernova remnants. Recently, Rayleigh–Taylor instability is observed in the outer
surface of the sun where plasma bubble with low density carries high density solar
prominence. Rayleigh–Taylor instability occurs in interstellar gases containing mag-
netic field and a density gradient. In sonoluminescense phenomenon, the RTI limits
driving pressure. Rayleigh–Taylor instability has a critical role in case of climate which
leads to drastic drop in temperature [4]. RTI also exists in salt domes, which occurred
over millions of years ago under Earth’s crust under density gradient caused by
acceleration due to gravity in upward direction.

2. Review of the current status

The heat and mass transfer rates of different viscosity and density of liquids can be
controlled through instabilities. These instabilities lead to unstable multilayer flows,
which results in nonuniform film thickness of coating processes. Hydrodynamic sta-
bility is well-known problem of fluid dynamics, which tells that when and why
laminar flow break down. Zanella et al. presented the Cahn–Hilliard/Navier–Stokes
model at low Atwood number to simulate the development of RTI and low-
intermediate Reynolds number in immiscible fluids. The diffuse-interface model is
presented in 2 D and 3D simulations capture phenomenon [10]. Balestra et al. inquire
the RTI inside a cylinder, coated with a thin liquid film and axis orthogonal to gravity
to investigate the effects of geometry on the instability [11]. Zeng et al. analyzed the
rotational part of the disturbance flow field at the cylindrical interface of RTI and
found the most unstable mode for small radii interfaces [12]. Tamim and Bostwick
performed an elastodynamic stability analysis in a cylindrical container for the visco-
elastic layer and tally the dispersion relationship, which shows dependence on the
elastogravity number, elastocapillary number, compressibility number and solid Deb-
orah number. They calculated the associated growth rate and wavelength by stability
diagram in solid RTI [13].

Gebhard et al. described the incompressible inhomogeneous Euler equations for
two different fluids under the influence of gravity and derived a general criterion for
the turbulent mixing of two different fluids. It is found that for ultra-high range
Atwood number the mixing grows quadratically in time [14]. Zhu et al. presented a
method to run an azimuthal electron current that utilizes a rotating magnetic field to
decrease the charge separation due to RTI. The azimuthal electric field of the fluctua-
tion approaches to zero [15]. The mathematical homotopy perturbation method is
employed to solve complex nonlinear differential equations. Two superposed rotating
infinite hydromagnetic Darcian flows under the influence of a tangential uniform
magnetic field through porous media are solved [16]. Mondal and Korenaga presented
a propagator matrix formulation of stokes flow and instability problem turned into
small eigenvalue equation. They use Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis and derived
formula to calculate the growth rate of RTI for the stability of early crust [17]. Rahman
and San investigated Euler turbulence using a central seven-point stencil reconstruc-
tion scheme for the performance of a relaxation filtering approach. For single-mode
and multi-mode, a high-resolution numerical experiments are performed for inviscid
RTI problems in 2D canonical settings [18].
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Song and Srinivasan investigate the RTI under the effect of resistivity, magnetic
field, viscosity and thermal conduction [19]. Casner et al. reviewed different RTI
experiments performed at classical embedded interface or at the ablation front. A
bubble-merger, bubble- competition regime in 2D was evidenced for the first time in
indirect-drive on the National Ignition Facility at the ablation front all due to an
unprecedented x-ray drive [20]. Jha et al. studied volume of fluid method to see the
stabilizing effects of RTI simulations. The effect of numerical stability of blending
parameter has been investigated on the flow topology. The numerical stability com-
parison of blending scheme shows better result than the pure higher-order schemes
[21]. Yilmaz uses an advanced and fully featured LES algorithm to simulated RTI at
high Atwood numbers [22]. Ahuja and Girotra investigated the RTI of nanofluids
having different densities with superimposed horizontal layers [23].

Zhao et al. given an analytical model at arbitrary Atwood number in a cylindrical
geometry for the nonlinear evolution of 2D single-mode RTI [24]. Horne and Lawrie
studied the turbulent mixing induced by gravitational force between two miscible
fluids in a tightly confined domain [25]. Scase and Hill argued about the effect of
rotation on the classical gravity-driven RTI, which resulted between the destabiliza-
tion effect of gravity and stabilization effect of the rotation. A fourth-order Orr–
Sommerfeld equation was derived via linear stability analysis [26]. Chen et al. studied
the coexisting system and 2D Richtmyer–Meshkov instability system. The multiple-
relaxation time discrete Boltzmann model was employed for Richtmyer–Meshkov
instability system, and the correlation between non-uniformity of temperature and
globally averaged non-organized energy flux is found one [27]. Elyanov et al. studied
the condition for the appearance of various types of instabilities in the lean hydrogen–
air mixture containing inhomogeneities at the flame front [28].

Alqatarl et al. created a clean initial stationary interface between two miscible
fluids by preparing a density inversion inside the thin gas separating flat plates. As a
result of these conditions, the instability is suppressed below a critical plate spacing
[29]. Gopalakrishnan et al. combined the mechanism of double-diffused instability
and RTI for porous media flows [30]. Scase and Sengupta carried out numerical
simulations of the inviscid flow, and they also examine the special case of single-layer
rotating viscous column [31]. Sauppe et al. found that the initial sinusoidal perturba-
tion grows slowly at the time of implosion and develops the classical bubble in the
experiment of RTI growth (laser-driven cylindrical implosion) [32]. Shimony et al.
find a relation for growth parameter of the self-similar evolution and the density of
bubbles. They examined the effect of density ratio on RTI [33]. Malamud et al. studied
the evolution of RTI in the design of a laser-driven experiment and examined the re-
acceleration phenomenon [34]. Sauppe et al. designed a cylindrical implosion experi-
ment using the radiation-hydrodynamics code xRAGE for the OMEGA and NIF laser
facilities [35]. Wu et al. concentrated on nonlinear dynamics and analyzed the 3D
single-mode RTI at a higher Atwood number [36]. Liang et al. performed the numer-
ical simulations using an improved phase field lattice Boltzmann method at low
Atwood number for multimode immiscible RTI. The larger wavelength instability
undergoes faster growth after analyzed the effect of the initial conditions in terms of
the perturbed amplitude and wavelength [37]. Wolf studied the miscible liquids for
dynamic stabilization of RTI and the related frozen waves [38]. Cohen and Oron
studied the dynamics of a thin isothermal and non-isothermal liquid film under the
influence of harmonic tangential force [39]. Nimmagadda et al. studied the dynamics
of a gradually mixed fluid with pre-defined bubbles rising due to RTI [40]. Naveh
et al. theoretically studied the late-time evolution inside a finite-sized spatial domain
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[41]. Panda et al. investigated the seasonal and Spatial-temporal effects of ionosphere
irregularities on GNSS using various instances of ionospheric disturbances [42]. Hu
et al. simulated the evolution in 2D single-mode RTI of the bubble vorticity and its
velocity at different viscosities with different Reynold number and at low Atwood
number [43].

Luo et al. numerically studied the effect of compressibility on RTI with different
isothermal Atwood numbers and Mach number in the late-time evolution of 2-D
single-mode [44]. Wieland et al. used wavelet-based adaptive mesh refinement to
study the vorticity dynamics and the impact of isothermal stratification strength on it
for compressible single-mode RTI [45]. Puillet et al. used rotating cylinder coated by
liquid elastomer melt from outside, to produce an array of droplets on a thin layer of
the melt to study the elastic amplification of RTI [46]. Baksht et al. considered the
energy balance in the radiating metallic gas-puff Z pinch to study the energy balance
in imploding Mg-shell-on-Bi-jet pinches and Mg-shell-on-Mg-jet. The power-law
density distribution is observed in this type of Z pinch for promoting suppression of
RTI that occurs during compression in the pinch plasma [47]. Mishra et al. analyze the
observations of an eruption in the intermediate corona consisting of magnetic Ray-
leigh–Taylor unstable plasma segment using the data collected from Solar Terrestrial
relations Observatory [48]. Hu et al. theoretically studied the radiation equivalent of
RTI-Interface Discontinuous Acceleration phenomena under the incompressible limit
of optically thin limit [49]. Ruiz obtained a theoretical model by asymptotically
expanding an action principle, which leads to fully nonlinear magnetic Rayleigh–
Taylor equations [50]. Jiang and Zhao investigated in a bounded domain of an inho-
mogeneous incompressible viscous fluid to study the existence of unstable classical
solutions of the RT problem [51]. Chen et al. studied the linear RTI of stratified fluids
and the effects of elasticity and magnetic fields on it [52]. Jiang et al. reported the
phenomenon of inhibition of RTI in the inviscid, inhomogeneous and incompressible
fluid by applying horizontal magnetic field along velocity damping [53].

Meshkov and Abarzhi theoretically and experimentally studied the RT flows by
focusing of the effect of acceleration on disorder and order in RT mixing [54]. Wang
and Zhao mathematically investigated the RTI in the presence of a bounded uniform
gravitational field based on Oldroyd-B model inside a compressible viscoelastic fluid
[55]. Su uses a sign-changing Taylor sign coefficients for proving the existence of
water waves via the method that strong Taylor sign holds in starting time while breaks
down at a later time and vice versa [56]. Kord and Capecelatro studied the role of
interfacial perturbations to suppress and enhance the RTI growth rate through
manipulation of the initial conditions of the evolution of a multi-mode RTI [57]. Li
et al. presented a linear analytical model for RTI by considering the long wavelength
to study the phase effects in initial confinement fusion caused by the phase difference
of single-mode perturbation on two interfaces [58].

Zu et al. worked on the conservative form of Allen–Cahn (A-C) equation for phase
field, and they proposed a Lattice Boltzmann (LB) model to track the interface of
binary fluid systems [59]. Talat et al. numerically studied RTI problem in 2D by
coping with moving boundary conditions and by enabling single domain fixed node
approach with the procedure of meshless solution based on diffuse approximate
method and phase-field formulation [60]. Liu et al. considered spike for the pure
single mode cosine perturbation between interfaces of two classical fluid and employ a
method of small parameter expansion for analytical exploration of history of evolution
of bubble for potential function having up to third-order nonlinear corrections [61].
Morgan et al. simulate the RTI with large acceleration by studying RTI in gas phase
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experiments. To make a RTI a stably stratified system of two fluids having a diffused
interface separation is accelerated using a rarefaction wave [62]. Wang et al.
performed numerical simulations and analytical modeling for the interfacial
instability of a water droplet induced by internal volume oscillation [63].

Gebhard and Kolumban considered the evolution of two fluids of homogeneous
densities described by the inviscid Boussinesq equations and provides the explicit
relaxation of the associated differential inclusion [64]. Bian et al. conducted a sys-
tematic analysis on RTI late-time growth for studying the effects of perturbed Atwood
number and Reynold number. They show that at large Reynolds number, the bubble
re-accelerates [65]. Srinivasan and Hakim work in the nonlinear phase of magneto-
RTI and studied the role of electron inertia and Larmor radius effects [66].
Huneault et al. formed gas–liquid interface, which becomes RT unstable, and
studied the effect on growth of spray like high mode number perturbation using the
implosion of nominally smooth cavity [67]. Terrones and Heberling studied the most-
unstable modes by performing a systematic analysis using computational method
under the action of a radially directed acceleration over the entire parameter
space [68].

Li et al. experimentally studied the evaporation behavior of a silicone-oil-seeded.
The observation shows the formation of plumes of segregated fluid and as a result an
instantaneous segregation of 1,2-hexanediol in the sessile droplet. [69]. Lherm et al.
described the impact catering that crater deceleration after impact, which is responsi-
ble for a density-driven perturbation at the drop-pool interface, known as a spherical
RTI [70]. Rigon et al. studied the case of young Supernovae Remnants, when
interacted with interstellar medium [71]. Polavarapu et al. experimentally presented
the result of 3D and 2D perturbation of RTI in the elastic–plastic materials. Results
show that by decreasing the initial wavelength and amplitude a more stable interface
is produced [72]. Zheng et al. used linear stability analysis to investigate a rigid
cylindrical container for RTI confining an elastic soft gel. The gel is found quite
sensitive to the aspect ratio and critical load on the surface of the gel [73].

Lyubimova et al. investigated two confined isothermal binary mixture of slowly
miscible liquids in horizontal plane layer with the simultaneous convective and diffu-
sive evolution [74]. Awasathi achieved a second-order polynomial in form of disper-
sion equation for the growth rate analysis of RTI under mass and heat transfer [75].
Chao et al. examined the Spatial-temporal and temporal stability of the system under
uniformly cooled–heated inclined substrate and studied the RTI of gravity-driven
viscous liquid films flowing [76]. To characterize the instability pattern in spherical
geometry, Balestra et al. investigated the RTI of a thin viscous film coated inside a
spherical substrate [77]. Livescu et al. used the results from direct numerical simula-
tions of RTI to study the evolution of the flow after the gravity. In turbulent kinetic
energy transport equation, the buoyancy term changes sign and becomes a destructive
term as the gravity is reversed, which is given by the product between mean pressure
gradient and the mass flux, leading to a rapid decay of the kinetic energy [78].

Aslangil et al. explore RTI-induced mixing for zero acceleration with variable
periods. The results were compared with the case of classical constant gravity, when
acceleration is removed for either some indefinite period or intermediate period [79].
Sabet et al. demonstrated that mixing properties of fluids influenced drastically due to
viscosity contrast between two miscible fluids under the destabilization effect of RTI
[80]. Chakrabarti et al. addressed the pattern selection of the elastic RTI. The
dominant coupling mechanism takes place through three modes of resonance [81].
D’Ortona et al. interested in segregating dry granular flow and studied the self-
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induced RTI in it [82]. Zhang et al. show that mass ablation can reduce RTI nonlinear
bubble growth and RTI is dominated by bubble competition with respect to the
classical value for the same initial perturbation amplitude via numerical simulations in
2D and 3D multimode RTI [83].

Yang et al. used a phase-field model to investigate the side wall boundary effect
on all boundaries under no-slip conditions. The coupled Cahn–Hillard and Navier–
Stokes system equations are solved [84]. Khan and Shah numerically solve the
coupled system of incompressible phase-field and Navier–Stokes equations by
implementing Neumann and periodic boundary conditions and hence simulated
successfully the long-time evolution of the RTI problem [85]. Ding et al. employed
molecular dynamic simulation to obtain the growth behavior of RTI [86]. Chen et al.
studied the effects of specific heat ratio on the compressible RTI by applying dis-
crete Boltzmann method. They investigate two kind of non-equilibrium quantities
related to heat flux and viscous stress [87]. Piriz and Piriz worked on a linear elastic
perfect-plastic constitutive model to develop the 2D linear theory of the incom-
pressible RTI [88].

Gancedoet al. studied the dynamics of an incompressible fluid in porous medium
driven by capillarity and gravity forces [89]. Zhang et al. worked for spherical geom-
etry and studied the 3D weakly nonlinear RTI by developing a theoretical model for
ideal Euler equation and incompressible fluid, and third-order solutions are derived
for interface perturbations of spherical harmonic modes [90]. Yang et al. studied the
RTI in presence of a horizontal magnetic field along the film for an inviscid flow with
finite film thickness. They analyzed the growth of small perturbations on free surfaces
[91]. Hillier investigated the physics behind the formation of fragmentation of prom-
inence eruption and plumes in prominences and found that the physical process
behind these observations is the magnetic RTI [92]. Dolai andPrajapati investigated
the linear RTI in the dust cloud, and hydrodynamics model was formulated by con-
sidering Boltzmann distributed electrons and dust particles under magnetic field [93].
Pruss et al. worked on the RTI without and with phase transition in the problem of
Verigin [94]. Schulreich and Brietschwerdt demonstrated that powerful time-varying
pressure gradient in homogeneous plasma has a sudden energy release effects [95].
Gibbon employed the variable density model and says that RT-turbulence is driven by
Navier–Stokes turbulence via gradient of the buoyancy in the inhomogeneous and
incompressible [96]. Li et al. theoretically analyzed RTI in gas stream on a spherical
droplet [97]. Mahulikar et al. worked on the role of fluctuations that integrate the
maximum entropy production and fluctuation theorem in entropy production by a
thermodynamic fusion theorem [98].

Zhao. et al. modeled thin shell approximation for an ideal incompressible fluid by
extension of thin layer model for nonlinear evolution and deformation of the RTI [99].
Zhou and Cabot utilized three big datasets with a goal of determining degree of
departure, using direct numerical simulation with different Atwood numbers at mod-
erate Reynolds number, of homogeneous and isotopic turbulence [100]. Braileanu
et al. worked on the development of RTI to understand partial ionization effect
between solar corona and magnetized prominence at a smooth realistic transition
layer [101]. Zhao et al. generalize thin layer model and put forward thin shell model in
2D spherical geometry for RTI. They obtained equation of motion for the shell ana-
lytically, which can also be calculated numerically [102]. Sun et al. work on a unified
model, where decomposition of unstable mode into a rotational and irrotational part
was done. Non-conservative force and constitutive properties of matter determine the
mode of decay with the velocity field [103].
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Luttwak used staggered Mesh Godunov scheme to study RTI [104]. Zhang et al.
compare the RTI in planar geometry and spherical geometry using the third-orderWN
solutions for RTI in their research [105]. Zhang et al. using a model established the
multi-mode incompressible RTI for spherical geometry in 2D and derived the solu-
tions within the second order. To study the difference between growth of perturbation
and geometry effect at the equator and pole, they use the Gaussian-type and cosine-
type perturbation [106]. Grouchy et al. experimentally investigated gas-puff Z-pinch
implosion and studied Magneto RTI in the cylindrical shocks launched toward the
symmetry axis in different plasma of argon and neon [107]. Li et al. developed a code
based on Euler method called as massively parallel laser ablative RTI code using
simulations by considering the laser energy deposition, hydrodynamics and the elec-
tronic thermal conductivity [108]. Kashkovsky et al. performed computation and
study using the direct simulation Monte-Carlo method about the development of the
RTI and show that it can be successfully simulated at the molecular-kinetic level [109].
The physics of Hall thrusters and existing instabilities are reported in the references
[110–113] the Hall thruster support both resistive and RTI. The electromagnetic and
electromagnetic oscillation has been discussed in detail in the references [114–119].

3. Introduction to Rayleigh: Taylor instability

Consider a gravitational field in the x direction. If we place a plasma in the field
without a vessel, the plasma will fall. Now, consider a situation when a DC magnetic

field is applied along ẑ (B
!
s∨ẑ. The gravitational force on the electrons of plasma can be

balanced by the Lorentz force due to magnetic field (Figure 1).
This equilibrium, however, is not suitable to perturbation in the plasma boundary.

Let the perturbation be denoted by dotted curves. The ion drifts along -Y-direction,
and the electrons drift in the positive X-direction. Due to charge separation, an
electric field set up in the -Y-direction.

This electric field produces a E
! � Bs

!
=B2

s drift velocity of electrons and ions in the
minus X-direction, and both electrons and ions fall down, which is balanced by the
gravitational field. Due to this, perturbation in the boundary grows. This is known as
Rayleigh–Taylor instability.

4. Fluid equations and instability analysis

Under this situation, we write the continuity equation

∂n
∂t

þ ∇
! � υ

!n
� �

¼ 0 (1)

The equation of motion for ion

∂

∂t
þ υ

! � ∇!
� �

υ
! ¼

e E
! þ υ

! � B
!
0

� �

M
(2)

The equation of motion for electrons
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∂

∂t
þ υ

!
e � ∇

!
� �

υ
!
e ¼ �

e E
! þ υ

!
e � B

!
0

� �

m
� ∇

!
pe

mne
(3)

4.1 First-order linearization of the equations

We use the linearized form of the above equations for small perturbations density,
velocity and electric field. We represent perturbed density by n1 and velocity by υ

!
1.

The unperturbed density is taken as n0.The unperturbed value of velocities of ions and
electrons is taken as υ0 ¼ � Mg

eB0
ŷ ¼ � g

Ωci
ŷ and υ0e ¼ g

Ωce
ŷ, respectively. These relative

drifts of the plasma species set up a perturbed electric field in the positive Y-direction.

Let us write n ¼ n0 þ n1, υ
! ¼ υ

!
1 þ υ

!
0 and E

! ¼ E
!
1 þ E

!
0.The linearized form of the

above equations thus read

∂ nþ n1ð Þ
∂t

þ ∇
! � nþ n1ð Þ υ

!
0 þ υ

!� �h i
¼ 0 (4)

∂n0
∂t

þ ∂n1
∂t

þ ∇
! � n0 υ

!
0 þ υ

!
1n1 þ n1 υ

!
0 þ n0 υ

!
1

� �h i
¼ 0 (5)

∂n1
∂t

þ υ
!
0 � ∇

!� �
n1 þ υ

!
1 � ∇

!� �
n0 þ n0 ∇

! � υ!1

� �
¼ 0 (6)

The quadratic in perturbation terms υ
!
1 � ∇

!� �
n1: and n1 ∇

! � υ!1

� �
are neglected. The

terms n0 ∇
! � υ!0

� �
and n1 ∇

! � υ!0

� �
reduce to zero for the constant velocity υ

!
0.

Since the mass of the electron is much less than from the mass of the ion, the initial
gravitational drift of electrons may be ignored to simply the dispersion relation. Let us
consider that ω is the frequency of oscillations and k is the propagation constant of the
oscillating quantities. We seek the solution of above equations for which we put
A ¼ A exp iky� iωt

� �
. Replacing ∂

∂t ! (�iω and ∇ ! ik. With the help of Eqs.(5) and
(6), we obtain the following expression for the perturbed ion density

�iωni1 þ ini1kυ0 þ υix
∂n0
∂x

þ ikn0υiy ¼ 0 (7)

After simplifying, the perturbed density of ions

ni1 ¼
kn0υiy � iυix ∂n0

∂x

ω� kυ0
(8)

From the equation of motion of ions, we get

∂υ
!
1

∂t
þ υ0

∂υ
!
1

∂x
¼ e

M
E
!
1 (9)

∂ne1
∂t

þ u0
∂ne1
∂y

þ n0 ∇
! � υ!e

� �
þ υex

∂n0
∂x

¼ 0 (10)
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The linearized form of equations of electrons

∂υ
!
e1

∂t
þ υ

!
0e
∂υ
!
e1

∂y
¼ � e

m
E
!
1 þ υ

!
e � B

!
0

� �
� ∇

!
pe

mn0
(11)

On the other hand, we obtain from Eq. (11)

ω� kυ0eð Þυex ¼ �iΩceυey (12)

ω� kυ0eð Þυey ¼ � iΩceEy

B0
þ iΩceυex þ kne1Te

n0m
(13)

Here, Ω ¼ eB0
m is taken as the electrongyrofrequency. Above equations are solved

for the X- and Y-components under the assumption Ω> >ω� ku0, and we obtain the
components

υex ¼
Ey

B0
� iVth2kne1

Ωcen0
(14)

υey ¼
i ω� kυ0eð ÞEy

ΩceB0
� Vth2kne1 ω� kυ0eð Þ

Ωce2n0
(15)

For ions, their thermal motions velocity has been ignored.

υix ¼
Ey

B0
(16)

And

υiy ¼ � i ω� kυ0ið ÞEy

ΩciB0
(17)

The perturbed ion density

ni1 ¼ �i
kn0Ey

ΩciB0
� i

Ey

B0 ω� kυ0ð Þ
∂n0
∂x

(18)

The perturbed electron density can be written as

ne1 ¼
υex

∂n0
∂x

i ω� kυe0ð Þ (19)

Substituting the value of electron velocity, we get

ne1 ¼ � iEy
∂n0
∂x

B0 ω� kυe0ð Þ 1þ Vth2k
∂n0
∂x

ω�kυe0ð ÞΩcen0

� � (20)
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We use the Poisson’s equation with perturbed densities and get

ε0∇:E ¼ ni1 � ne1 (21)

ε0ikEy ¼ �i
kn0Ey

ΩciB0
� i

Ey

B0 ω� kυ0ð Þ
∂n0
∂x

þ iEy
∂n0
∂x

B0 ω� kυe0ð Þ 1þ Vt
2k∂n0

∂x
ω�kυe0ð ÞΩcen0

� � (22)

After solving the above expression, we get the quadratic dispersion equation under
the effect of plasma density, wavenumber and gravitation drift of plasma species. To
find out the unstable growing waves, we need to find out the unstable eigenvalues of
the linearized problem.

ω2 � aþ bð Þωþ ζ ¼ 0 (23)

The various coefficients are given below

a ¼ γ � c ¼ γ � ku0, b ¼ kV0i,

c ¼ ku0, ζ ¼ ab� c� γ � bð Þβ
kα

,

α ¼ ϵ0 þ n0
B0Ωci

, β ¼ n0x
B0

, n0x ¼ ∂n0
∂x

,

γ ¼ kV2
thn0x

n0Ωce
:

(24)

5. Result and discussion

The above quadratic equation is solved numerically to find out the growth rate and
real frequency of Rayleigh–Taylor instability under the effect of thermal motion of
electron. It has been shown in Figure 2 that the growth rate and the real frequency
increase linearly with density gradient.

Figure 2.
Variation of growth rate and real frequency with density gradient.
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Figure 3 shows that the growth rate is maximum for the smaller value of
wavenumber. In other words, the instability grows faster for the larger wavelength
oscillations. In Figure 4, the effect of magnetic field on the growth and the real
frequency is shown. The growth rate shows almost parabolic variation with magnetic
field, and the real frequency decreases with higher value of magnetic field. The real
frequency behavior with wavenumber and electron temperature shows that the phase
velocity remains constant during the propagation. The growth rate increases with
electron temperature up to certain limit, and then, it decreases with higher value of
temperature as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 3.
Variation of growth rate and real frequency with wave number.

Figure 4.
Variation of growth rate and real frequency with electron temperature.
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6. Conclusions

In Rayleigh–Taylor instability, heavy fluid supported by a light fluid in the pres-
ence of relative acceleration, and it measures the rate of mixing of turbulent layers of
two fluids of different densities at the interface. The mixing rate and yields can be
characterized by measuring the mass and heat exchange across the mixing layers. It is
measured that short wavelength perturbations blow up exponentially in RTI. The
gravitational force acts on an inverted density gradient and triggers the instability.
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Chapter 3

Various Aspects of Dust-Acoustic
Solitary Waves (DAWs) in
Inhomogeneous Plasmas
Hirak Jyoti Dehingia

Abstract

Dusty plasma offers an extensive study of space and astrophysical environments.
In this chapter, we have studied some of the basic properties of dusty plasmas,
interaction of dust and plasma particles, and the effect of intramolecular attraction
and repulsion between these plasma and dust grain particles. During these investiga-
tions, we have discussed a few basic relations of dusty plasma and the effect of dust
particles on the nonlinear wave structures in dusty plasma. Here, we have also studied
the various aspects of dust-acoustic solitary waves (DASWs) in inhomogeneous
plasma. To study and analyze the various aspects of DAWs in inhomogeneous
plasmas, the governing fluid equations of plasmas are considered to derive the
Korteweg de-Vries (KdV) equation. The solution of the KdV equation is obtained as
soliton or solitary wave. The solitary wave solution indicates the various characteris-
tics of DASWs in the inhomogeneous dusty plasma. In this chapter, a systematic and
extensive study on DAWs is also included for the inhomogeneous and unmagnetized
plasmas.

Keywords: dusty plasma, inhomogeneous plasmas, soliton, dust-acoustic waves
(DAWs), dust-plasma interaction

1. Introduction

Plasmas and dust particles are the two fundamental elements of the universe. The
interaction of these two basic ingredients forms a new area of the research field called
dusty plasma or complex plasma. Dusty plasma is a complex plasma system consisting
of plasma and charged dust particles. Dusty plasmas are abundant everywhere in the
universe. Many examples of dusty plasma can be seen in the visible universe—Saturn
rings, interstellar clouds and circumstellar clouds, comets, and Mars rings [1]. In the
present days of plasma research, dusty plasma is also one of the advanced and
trending research fields. As an application of dusty plasma, it includes the study of
geophysics, space missions, advancement in astrophysical areas such as a better
understanding of the formation of galaxies and stars or planets, and applications in the
industries for producing modern materials. Besides the astrophysical environments,
dusty plasma is also considered one of the essential fields to study and work in
controlled thermonuclear research (CTR). In 1982, the Voyager spacecraft [2]
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discovered some interesting facts about Saturn’s B ring and the radial spokes for the
first time. Including the astrophysical issues, dusty plasma has excellent applications
in manufacturing new materials in semiconductor industries [3].

Many researchers have done both theoretical and experimental works in dusty
plasma. To understand the fundamental properties of duty plasma, some devices, such as
the rotating drum [4] and dust shaker systems [5], are newly introduced in the labora-
tory. Researchers like Northrop [6] and Goertz [7] have added some theoretical works in
the field of the dusty plasma system. In unmagnetized dusty plasmas, usually, there are
three kinds of normal modes of waves considered. They are dust-acoustic waves (DAW)
[8], dust ion-acoustic waves (DIAW) [9], and dust-lattice waves (DLW) [10]. Some
theoretical and empirical studies [11, 12] have been done to understand the linear
behaviors of dusty plasma in various physical situations. Some of the researchers have
done their work on the instabilities of nonlinear waves in dusty plasmas [13–20]. For
studying the linear wave theories for small amplitude waves in plasma physics, the non-
linearities are omitted, but the nonlinearities cannot be omitted for the high-amplitude
waves. The existence of nonlinearity indicates some novel behaviors of the nonlinear
wave structures, such as solitons, supersolitons, rouge waves, and shock waves. Theoret-
ically, the various properties of dust lattice solitary waves [10, 21], DA solitary waves
[9, 22, 23] DIA solitary waves [24, 25], and shock waves [26–29] have been studied in an
inhomogeneous plasma. Complex plasmas have extensive applications in astrophysical
systems, space science, and laboratory experiments [30, 31]. Atteya et al. studied the
properties of DASWs consisting of negatively and positively charged dust grains in the
presence of ᴋ - distributed superthermal electrons [32]. Earlier, many research works
have been done based on homogeneous plasma systems. Still, in the present days,
inhomogeneous plasma systems are also widely discussed to understand the various
applications of dusty plasma in space and laboratory discharges [33]. The dust-cyclotron
wave and modulational instability of dust-acoustic solitary waves have been investigated
in the three-component plasma for electrons, ions, and dust particles in a magnetic field
[34]. Recently, a study has been done on magneto-acoustic waves propagating and pair-
ion fullerene plasma in linear and nonlinear environments [35]. The dust grains are
negatively charged and unstable due to their concentration of weights [36]. With the
increase in the electron density, the phase velocity of the dust ion-acoustic solitary waves
decreases [37, 38]. The DIASWs were also studied both theoretically and experimentally.
The DIASWwas studied in the presence of a collisionless plasma [39] for some limiting
cases, but it was not well designed in some real conditions [40]. Ghosh et al. [41]
investigated the effect of damping on DIAWs. Losseva et al. [42] studied the evolution of
weakly dissipative hybrid DIASW in the presence of collisional plasma. Popel et al. [43]
experimentally investigated the wave velocity, which is much larger than the wave
velocity in theoretical conditions. Kruskal [44] has also observed the gravitational wave
for inviscid fluid that can asymptotically describe the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equa-
tion. Some researchers have studied solitary waves, DIASWs, and shock waves both
theoretically and experimentally [11, 45–47] in dusty plasmas. Ashraf et al. [48] observed
the characteristics of obliquely propagating DIASWs in the presence of nonextensive
dusty plasma. Bacha et al. [49] studied the DIASW in the presence of non-Maxwellian
dusty plasmas. Tribeche and Zerguini [50] studied the effect of modulations and insta-
bilities in DIASWs in the presence of collisional dusty plasma. Later, an investigation
revealed that a plasma system consisting of Gaussian-distributed charged dust grains
exhibits DIASWs properties in the presence of a collisional effect [51].

Similarly, a few works have been established [52–55] on the solution of the damped
KdV equation in various plasma systems using the classical fluid approach of plasma
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physics. The application of plasma particles is observed under the effect of nonextensive
electron distributions in astrophysical and cosmological scenarios [56], plasma dynamics
[57], nonlinear gravitational model [58], and Hamiltonian systems [59] in the presence
of long-range interaction. The impact of nonextensive plasma particles on various waves
propagating in inhomogeneous plasma is studied in works [60–63]. An extensive study
on the distribution of nonextensive electrons is seen in the results [64].

This chapter discusses some essential characteristics of dusty plasma and the var-
ious aspects of the DASWs in the inhomogeneous plasma system. We have presented
our study and analysis of the DASWs in inhomogeneous plasmas. During the investi-
gations, we considered the governing fluid equations to derive the Korteweg-de Vries
(KdV) equation. The characteristic behaviors of DASWs and the interaction of dust
and plasma particles are also studied in various physical situations.

2. Properties of dusty plasmas

The dust particles consist of some fundamental elements, such as electrons, ions,
and charged dust particles. In a dusty plasma system, there are three characteristic
scale lengths of the complex plasma system. They are the average intergrain distance,
the Debye radius, and the dust grain radius. In a dusty plasma system, the Debye
radius λD is given by [65]

1
λ2D

¼ 1
λ2De

þ 1
λ2Di

(1)

where λDi and λDe are the ion Debye radius and electron Debye radius of a dusty
plasma system, respectively. In a dusty plasma mixture, the dust grain particles are
one of the most fundamental and essential elements. These dust grain particles are
comparatively larger than the negatively charged electrons or positively charged ions
in the plasma medium. In a dusty plasma system, the quasi-neutrality condition for
the negatively charged dust grains is given by

ni0 ¼ ne0 þ Zd0nd0 (2)

where Zd0 is the unperturbed number density of charged dust grains and nk0 is the
unperturbed number density of the particle species k. Here, the particle species k
stands for species of electrons, ions, and dust gains, respectively (I = ions, e = elec-
trons, and d = dust grains). When the dust grains and electrons are attached, we have
the following equation:

ne0 ≪Zd0nd0 (3)

However, due to the presence of a minimum value ratio of the number densities of
ions to the electrons, the reduction of electrons cannot be done completely. While the
surface potential of the dust particles tends to zero, the ratio of the number densities
of the ions and electrons is not seen to have vanished. Usually, these types of situa-
tions, that is, depletion of electrons occur in the Saturn rings, as well as in the
laboratory discharges. However, in the thermal complex plasmas, the dust particles
get positively charged by releasing electrons. So, by omitting the electrons from
charged dust particles, the dust particles become positively charged. Therefore, at an
equilibrium condition, we get the following equation:
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ne0 ≈Zd0nd0 (4)

The Coulomb coupling parameter for the strongly correlated dust particles in a
dusty medium is given by

Γ ¼ q2

dTd
exp �κð Þ (5)

where, q ¼ Zd0e is the unperturbed number density of dust particles, κ ¼ d
λD
,and

Td is the temperature of dust grains. In the case of weakly coupled dusty plasma, we
have Γ≪ 1, and for strongly coupled dusty plasma, it is found to be κ≪ 1 and Γ≫ 1.
To understand the dynamics and crystal formations in dusty plasma, the strongly
coupled dusty plasmas are kept along in the low-temperature laboratory discharges in
strongly coupled dusty plasmas. In strongly coupled dusty plasmas, the colloidal
systems and laser implosion experiments both show a strong linkage between them.

3. Interactions of dust and plasma particles

The size of the dust particles or dust grains differs from the other plasma particles,
that is, from ions to electrons. The dust particles are very large compared to these
plasma particles. They are dependent on their surroundings. The size of the dust
charges depends on the inclusion of ions, electron fluxes, and the local parameters, but
the plasma particles are depending on the distribution functions. The fluxes are
influenced by the inclusion of dust particles, so there is also a change in the charges of
dust grains. Thus, the changes in the interaction of dust particles with other plasma
particles are seen accordingly.

The existence of new forces between the plasma particles and dust grains can
also be experienced even if there are fixed charges. In this case, the interaction
between the dust grain particles and plasma particles could be different. The inter-
actions among the dust particles could vary due to the variations in the distance of
the dust particles and Debye length. These can be experimented by Etching exper-
iments and plasma-dust crystal experiments. The distance between the dust parti-
cles and the Debye length is very less in the Etching experiment, but on the other
hand, the distance between the dust particles and the Debye length is very large
in plasma-dust crystal experiment. In plasma-dust crystal experiments, the
Coulomb interaction and mutual shadowing of plasma fluxes both are given
much importance.

4. Effect of intramolecular dust particle attraction and repulsion

The nonlinear structures of dusty plasma can redistribute the dust particles in their
structures. We may assume that the dust particles will be concentrated in a single
place in the nonlinear structure. Thus, it will result in the dust particle as negatively
charged dust grains due to the fluctuations of electrons and ions. In the case of dusty
plasma, there is no interaction of dust particles with neutral particles. Then the
structures of the nonlinear DA waves will be modified by the dust particles that are to
be drift vortices. If there is an interaction between the dust particles and neutral gas
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particles, there will be a strong bond of vortices. It will exhibit the simultaneous drift
and gas vortices of the nonlinear wave structures.

In the upper atmosphere and the lower ionosphere, there may exist some nonlinear
wave structures due to the existence of gas and drift vortices. Due to the existence of a
degree of pollution and dust particles in the upper atmosphere, some motion can be
observed in the linkage to the usual vortex motion. The solar activity and degree of
ionization influence the drift structures of the nonlinear waves in the inhomogeneous
duty plasma systems.

5. Basic relations in dusty plasma

1.Debye length λDð Þ and dust size Dð Þ: In the case of smaller dust particles, that is,
D≪ λD, we have obtained the Eq. (1) as follows:

1
λ2D

¼ 1
λ2De

þ 1
λ2Di

: (6)

Then for D ¼ λDi and Te ≫Ti, we have obtained the dimensionless equation for
dust size D as follows:

D ¼ D0

λDi
(7)

2.Charging of a dust particle: Floating potential argument shows an assumption on
the charge of the dust particle in the units of electron charge e is given by
Zde2
D � Te. Then the dimensionless equation for the dust charge z is given by

z � Zde2

DTe
(8)

3.Dimensionless dust density: In the dust-plasma crystal experiment, the
dimensionless dust density ρ is of order 1; in the etching experiment, it is of order
10; and in the astrophysical situations, it varies from 10 to 10�3, which is shown
by the equation given by

ρ � ndZd

ne
(9)

where nd is the normalized number density of dust particles. The quasi-neutrality
condition for dusty plasma is given by

ni,0 ¼ ne,0 1þ ρð Þ (10)

6. Methodology to solve nonlinear equations

Nonlinear plasma waves follow governing fluid equations of plasma in various
physical circumstances. Due to the existence of nonlinear plasma inhomogeneity,
plasma is considered to be one of the frontier research areas in science and
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engineering. Using fluid approach in plasma physics, lots of research has been carried
out for understanding the soliton propagation, soliton reflection, sheath and beam
formation, etc. For the last many decades, researchers are using one of the major
techniques (method) for deriving and solving nonlinear waves in plasma physics,
which is reductive perturbation technique (RPT). This RPT is very useful for the
nonlinear small amplitude waves. In this technique, both the space and time coordi-
nates are transformed to new stretched coordinates for obtaining the family of
nonlinear equations, such as Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation, nonlinear Schrödinger
equation (NLSE), and Kadomtsev Petviashvili (KP) equation.

For dust-acoustic waves (DAWs), the governing fluid equations are considered as
follows:

Continuity equation:

∂nd
∂t

þ ∂ ndvdð Þ
∂x

¼ 0 (11)

Momentum equation:

∂vd
∂t

þ nd
∂vd
∂x

þ q
∂∅
∂x

¼ 0 (12)

Electron distribution equation:

ne ¼ exp ϕð Þ (13)

Ion distribution equation:

ni ¼ exp �ϕð Þ (14)

Poison equation:

∂
2ϕ

∂
2x

¼ ne � ni þ qnd (15)

In this technique, we have considered a set of dependent variables in terms of
power of smallness parameter ε. Then using the set of stretched coordinates [66]
ξ ¼ ε1=2 x� λtð Þ, τ ¼ ε3=2t, we get the k-dv equation as follows:

∂ϕ1

∂τ
þ Aϕ1

∂ϕ1

∂ξ
þ B

∂
3ϕ1

∂ξ3
¼ 0 (16)

In the above K-dV equation, the constants A and B represent the nonlinearity and
dispersive effect, respectively, in a considered plasma system. After solving the
above equation and using some particular transformations, we get the required soliton
solution ϕ1:

7. Effects of dust particles on the nonlinear wave structures

Dust acoustic (DA) solitary waves: The dimensionless nonlinear governing fluid
equations for the DA waves in inhomogeneous unmagnetized plasmas are given by [9]
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∂nd
∂t

þ ∂ ndudð Þ
∂x

¼ 0 (17)

∂ud
∂t

þ ud
∂ud
∂x

¼ � ∂∅
∂x

(18)

∂
2ϕ

∂x2
¼ nd þ γee

σiϕ � γie
�ϕ (19)

where ud is the normalized fluid velocity of dust grains, γ ¼ ne0=ni0
, and ϕ is the

normalized electrostatic wave potential: Here, x and t are the space variable and time
variables normalized by λD and ion plasma period ωð Þ, respectively.We have considered
that the electrons and ions are distributed in the Boltzmannean distribution functions in
accordance. We have also considered γe ¼ γ= 1� γð Þ, σi ¼ Ti=Te, and γi ¼ 1= 1� γð Þ.

To employ the reductive perturbation technique (RPT), the stretched coordinates
[66] are chosen as ξ ¼ ϵ

1
2 z�Mtð Þ and τ ¼ ϵ3=2t, where ϵ is a smallness expansion

parameter and M is the normalized phase velocity of the soliton. The expanded
dependent variables nd, vd,Zd, and ϕ in terms of power series of ϵ are given by:

nd
vd
ϕ

Zd

2
6664

3
7775 ¼

nd0
0

0

Zd0

2
6664

3
7775þ ϵ

nd1
vd1
ϕ1

Zd1

2
6664

3
7775þ ϵ2

nd2
vd2
ϕ2

Zd2

2
6664

3
7775þ ::: (20)

Now, using (20) and RPT on the Eqs. (17)–(19), we have obtained the Korteweg-de
Vries (KdV) equation, which is of the form

∂ϕ 1ð Þ

∂τ
þU

∂ϕ 1ð Þ

∂ξ
þ V

∂
3ϕ 1ð Þ

∂ξ3
¼ 0 (21)

where U ¼ � M3

1�γð Þ2 1þ 3þ σiγð Þγσi þ 0:5γ 1þ σi2ð Þ½ � and V ¼ 0:5M3:

8. Results and discussions

Solving the Eq. (21), we get the solitary wave solution or soliton w.r.t. The velocity
v is given by [37]

ϕ 1ð Þ ¼ ϕm sec h2
U
W

� �
(22)

where P ¼ ξ� vτ, A ¼ 0:5γ�1:5, and v is the normalized constant velocity, ϕm ¼ 3v
c

and W ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
4A
v

q
are amplitude and width of the DASWs, respectively. As M>0 and

Eq. (22) indicates and we always get the result c<0 for every possible value of σi and
γ. Thus, Eq. (22) also indicates that the dust acoustic (DA) solitary waves are also
included in dusty plasma for the negative potential.

From the above Figure 1, we have observed that the amplitude of dust-acoustic (DA)
solitary wave decreases with the increase in the number of dust grains. This implies

that if the density of dust particles is compact in a particular region of space in the
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plasma system, the soliton will propagate smoothly with a lower amplitude wave. In
this case, the solitary wave will show fewer structural changes propagating through
the inhomogeneous plasma medium. But in the case of Figure 2, we have seen that as
the number density of dust particles increases, the width DA solitary wave increases.
This result indicates that the solitary wave will propagate with a larger area than the
soliton amplitude. The solitary wave will propagate slowly throughout the plasma
medium during this propagation. When the electron and ion distribution is relatively
high with the higher dust number density, the phase of the solitary wave gets boosted.

Figure 1.
Variations in amplitude of DASW w.r.t. number density of dust grains (nd0).

Figure 2.
Variations in DAS width w.r.t. number density of dust grains (nd0).
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In this case, the solitary wave will propagate at a higher velocity than in the other
cases. From Figure 3, it can also be said that the dust acoustic solitary wave will
propagate faster with higher amplitude and higher velocity with the increasing value
of γ and nd0.

9. Conclusion

In this work, we have presented a brief study on the fundamental properties of
nonlinear DA wave structure, the interaction of dust and plasma particles, and the
effect of intramolecular attraction and repulsion between these plasma and dust grain
particles in inhomogeneous dusty plasma. During this investigation, we have
discussed a few fundamental relations of dusty plasma, the effect of dust particles on
the nonlinear wave structures, and the basic characteristics of DA waves, which exist
in both strongly and weakly coupled dusty plasmas. Here, we have also studied the
various aspects of dust-acoustic solitary waves (DASWs) in an inhomogeneous
plasma. For studying and analyzing the various aspects of DAWs in inhomogeneous
plasmas, the governing fluid equations of plasmas are considered to derive the
Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation. The solution of the KdV equation is obtained as a
soliton or solitary wave. The solitary wave solution indicates the various characteris-
tics of DASWs in the inhomogeneous dusty plasma. The above results suggest that the
number density of dust particles in DA solitary waves is affected by the negative
potentials only. Indeed, we tried to exhibit the effects of dust particles on the
nonlinear DA wave structures in inhomogeneous plasma environments. We have also
tried to provide a brief idea of dusty plasmas, which is not only fundamental particle
of the universe but also dusty plasmas are fundamental concepts like protons and
electrons. This chapter also includes a systematic and extensive study on DAWs for
inhomogeneous and unmagnetized plasmas.

Figure 3.
Variations in phase velocity w.r.t. γ and number density of dust grains (nd0).
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Chapter 4

A Summary of the Introduction and
Importance of Quantum Plasmas
Jyoti

Abstract

In this chapter, we will discuss the quantum plasmas that have their applications
mainly in miniaturized semiconductors, optical fibers, waveguides, nanoplasmonics,
and astrophysical systems. Quantum plasmas are the least explored field owing to the
astronomical applications of classical plasmas. In this chapter we will discuss how
quantum plasmas can be studied and which system of equations will be easier to
follow. We will discuss the easiest method possible and more popular way to explore
the quantum plasmas for the sake of understanding of a new reader to this subject.

Keywords: quantum plasmas, instabilities, fluid equations, normal mode analysis,
plasma physics

1. Introduction

Plasma physics examines a system of charged particles that communicate with one
another through the application of electromagnetic forces. At the start of the 20th
century, researchers' interest in the physics of gas discharges sparked the beginning of
the field of study known as plasma physics. Plasmas have been the subject of a
significant amount of research, both experimental and theoretical, ever since the end
of World War II. This is primarily because of the potential applications of nuclear
fusion for both military (the hydrogen bomb) and civilian purposes (the production
of energy through controlled thermonuclear fusion). It should not come as a surprise
that plasma physics was created simultaneously by both astrophysicists and geophys-
icists given the widespread belief that around 90 percent of all matter and energy in
the observable universe exists in the form of plasma. Plasmas can be observed in a
variety of locations, including the atmosphere of the Sun, the magnetosphere of the
earth, as well as the interplanetary and interstellar media.

Plasma physics is generally considered to be an entirely classical subject of study.
The last ten years have seen a recent uptick in people’s interest in plasma systems,
which are places where quantum effects play a key role.

Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics are frequently observed in space plasmas and labo-
ratory plasmas because their densities are low even at temperatures that are rather
high. At these temperatures, the de Broglie wavelength is not considerably impacted
for electrons and ions.

When compared to the interparticle separation that occurs in plasmas, the thermal
de Broglie wavelength of ions and electrons is easily observable in dense plasmas that
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are kept at low temperatures. Under these conditions, the quantum effect becomes
more significant than the classical one. This is because of the significant overlap of
matter waves that are connected with particles. Ions, degenerate light particles (such
electrons and positrons), and holes are said to be in a dense state in quantum plasmas.
Due to the large overlap of matter waves associated with particles in such circum-
stances, the quantum effect becomes more significant than the classical one. Quantum
plasmas are described as having ions, degenerate light particles (such as electrons and
positrons), and holes in a dense state. HEMT transistors, resonant tunneling diodes,
and metallic nanostructures are examples of quantum semiconductor devices that
exhibit plasmas with fermionic properties. Astrophysical systems also exhibit these
properties (such as neutron stars, and white dwarfs). Quantum diodes, biophotonics,
and ultra-small electrical devices can all be seen to share the same features.

2. Comparison of various methodologies for quantum plasmas

Over the past few decades, there has been an extraordinary amount of focus placed
on the electrical properties of nanoscale objects [1–4], particularly when such qualities
are triggered into action by electromagnetic radiation. This field of research encom-
passes a wide range of nano-objects, such as semiconductor quantum dots, carbon
nanotubes, metallic films, and nanoparticles; novel substances, such as graphene; and
meta-materials, the composition of which can be tailored to display certain electromag-
netic properties. Impressive potential applications include efficient high-performance
computing (efficient storage and transfer of information), nanoplasmonics (optical
filters, waveguides) [5, 6], and even in medical sciences (biomedical diagnostics and
sensors) [7, 8]. These applications are all possible thanks to the properties of graphene.
The electronic responses of such systems, which are frequently in the nonlinear and
out-of-equilibrium zones, can be compared to those of a one-component quantum
plasma and can be handled at various degrees of approximation. This comparison is
possible because the electronic responses of such systems are frequent in these zones.

In order to account for quantum effects, the currently accepted classical theory for
plasma needs to undergo some significant revisions. To properly account for this
change, a suitable mathematical formalism is required. Several different research
approaches have been established for the study of quantum plasmas. Techniques such
as time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) and time-dependent Hartree–
Fock (TDHF) are examples of such techniques. Although TDDFT and TDHF are
wavefunction-based methods, they can be restated in the phase-space language that is
common among plasma physicists by utilizing Wigner functions. This will allow the
methods to be more easily understood.

Both the wavefunction and the phase space approaches need a significant amount
of time and memory to employ, which is especially problematic in systems that
contain hundreds of electrons.

Fluid models, which may be generated using the applicable kinetic equations
(Wigner for a totally quantum approach or Vlasov for semiclassical modelling), offer
the possibility of a cheaper alternative [9]. These models can be constructed by
employing velocity moments of the distribution function. The fluid technique should
be accurate enough to provide important insights into the underlying physical mech-
anisms while at the same time remaining affordable in terms of processing cost,
despite the fact that some information will inevitably be lost throughout the course of
this process. This is because some information cannot be recovered once it has been
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lost. Similar to their classical analogues, the validity of quantum fluid models is limited
to long wavelengths in relation to the interparticle distance [10]. This is because
quantum fluids behave differently from classical fluids. They are, nevertheless, capa-
ble of handling large excitations, Coulomb exchange (an effect associated to the Pauli
exclusion principle), electron-electron correlations, and quantum processes such as
tunnelling.

In the fluid approach, the dynamics of the electrons are modelled by a series of
hydrodynamic equations (continuity, momentum balance, and energy balance), which
incorporate quantum effects through the use of the so-called Bohm potential. When
compared to Wigner or TDDFT simulations, one can anticipate a significant reduction
in the amount of time required for computing. This is because TDDFT methods are
required to solve N minus one Schrodinger-like equations, whereas the phase space
approach doubles the number of independent variables (positions and velocities).

In the past, the field of condensed-matter physics made use of hydrodynamic
models, primarily for semiconductors [11] and, to a lesser extent, for metal clusters
[12, 13]. In more recent times, the concept of the quantum fluid has been expanded to
include still another significant quality of the electron, which is referred to as its spin
[14]. The resulting fluid equations are much more involved than their spinless coun-
terparts, but they may find useful applications in the emerging field of spintronics
[15] in condensed-matter physics and in the study of highly polarised electron beams
[16] in plasma physics. Both of these fields are related to the study of condensed
matter physics. Further applications of quantum fluid theory include dense plasmas,
which are created when solid targets interact with intense laser beams [17], warm
dense matter experiments [18], quantum nanoplasmonics [19–22], and compact
astrophysical objects, such as white dwarf stars [23].

3. Fluid approach for quantum plasmas

Quantum mechanical effects start playing a significant role when the Wigner-Seitz

radius (average interparticle distance) a ¼ 3
4πn

� �1=3 is comparable to or smaller than
the thermal de Broglie wavelength λB ¼ ℏ

mVT
, where m is the mass of the quantum

particles (e.g., degenerate electrons, degenerate positrons, degenerate holes), VT ¼
kBT
m

� �1=2
is the thermal speed of the quantum particles, T is the temperature, m is the

mass, and kB is the Boltzmann constant, i.e., when

nλ3B ≥ 1, (1)

or, equivalently, when the temperature T is comparable to or lower than the Fermi
temperature TF ¼ EF

kB
, where the Fermi energy is

EF ¼ ℏ2

2m
3π2
� �2=3

n2=3 (2)

The relevant degeneracy parameter for the quantum plasma is

TF

T
¼ 1

2
3π2
� �2=3

nλ3B
� �2=3 ≥ 1 (3)
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For typical metallic densities of free electrons, n � 5� 1022 cm�3, we have
TF � 6� 104 K, which should be compared with the usual temperature T.

When the plasma particle temperature approaches TF , one can show, by using a
density matrix formalism [24], that the equilibrium distribution function changes from
the Maxwell-Boltzmann ∝ exp �E=kBTð Þ to the Fermi-Dirac (FD) distribution function

f FD ¼ 2 m=2πℏð Þ3 1þ exp
E� μ

kBT

� �� ��1

(4)

where in the nonrelativistic limit the energy is E ¼ m=2ð Þv2 ¼ m=2ð Þ v2x þ v2y þ v2z
� �

.

The chemical potential is denoted byμ . The parameter μ=kBT is large and negative in
the nondegenerate limit, and is large and positive in the completely degenerate limit.

It is useful to define the quantum coupling parameters for electron-electron and
ion-ion interactions. The electron-electron Coulomb coupling parameter is defined as
the ratio of the electrostatic interaction energy Eint ¼ e2=ae between electrons and the
electron Fermi energy EFe ¼ kBTFe, where e is the magnitude of the electron charge
and ae ¼ 3=4πneð Þ1=3 is the mean interelectron distance. We have

Te ¼ Eint

EFe
≈0:3

1
neλ3Fe

 !2=3

≈0:3
ℏωpe

kBTFe

� �2

(5)

where λFe ¼ VFe=ωpe, is the electron Fermi speed, and ωpe ¼ 4π2ne2=með Þ1=2 the
electron plasma frequency. Furthermore, the ion-ion Coulomb coupling parameter
isΓi ¼ Z2

i e
2=aikBTi, where Zi is the ion charge state, ai ¼ 3=4πnið Þ1=3 is the mean inter-

ion distance, and Ti is the ion temperature. Since Te for metallic plasmas could be
larger than unity, it is of interest to enquire the role of interparticle collisions on
collective processes in a quantum plasma. It turns that the Pauli blocking reduces the
collision rate for most practical purposes [25, 26]. Because of Pauli blocking, only
electrons with a shell of thickness kBT about the Fermi surface suffer collisions. For
these electrons, the electron-electron collision frequency is proportional to kBT ¼ ℏ.
The average collision frequency among all electrons turns out to be [25]

vee ¼ kBT2

ℏTFe
(6)

Typically, veehhωpe when ThTFe, which is relevant for metallic electrons. On the
other hand, the typical time scale for electron-ion (lattice) collisions is τei ffi 10fs ,
which is 1 order of magnitude greater than the electron plasma period. Accordingly, a
collisionless quantum plasma regime is relevant for phenomena appearing on the time
scale of the order of a femtosecond in a metallic plasma.

4. Various systems of equations

4.1 The QHD equation

The nonrelativistic QHD equations [27] have been developed in condensed matter
physics [28] and in plasma physics [9, 25]. The nonrelativistic QHD equations are
composed of the electron continuity equation
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∂ne
∂t

þ ∇: ueneð Þ ¼ 0 (7)

the electron momentum equation

me
∂ue
∂t

þ up:∇ue
� �

¼ e∇φ� 1
ne

∇pe þ FQ ¼ 0 (8)

and Poisson’s equation

∇2φ ¼ 4πe ne � Zinið Þ (9)

In a quantum plasma with nonrelativistic degenerate electrons, the quantum
statistical pressure in the zero electron temperature limit can be modeled as [9, 29]

pe ¼
meV2

Fen0
3

ne
n0

� � Dþ2ð Þ=D
(10)

where D is the number of space dimension of the system and VFe ¼ ℏ=með Þ 3π2neð Þ1=3
is the electron Fermi speed.

4.2 The NLS-Poisson equation

For investigating the nonlinear properties of dense quantum plasmas, it is also
possible to work with a NLS equation. Hence, by introducing the wave function

ψ r, tð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ne r, tð Þ

p
exp ι

Se r, tð Þ
ℏ

� �
(11)

where Se is defined according to meue ¼ ∇Se and ne ¼ jψ j2 , it can be shown that
continuity equation and equation for momentum can be cast into a NLS equation [9, 25]

ιℏ
∂ψ

∂t
þ ℏ2

2me
∇2ψ þ eφψ �meV2

Fe

2n20
jψ j4=Dψ ¼ 0 (12)

where the electrostatic field φ arising from the charge distribution of N electrons is
determined from Poisson’s equation

∇2φ ¼ 4πe jψ j2 � Zini
� �

(13)

We note that the third and fourth terms on the left-hand side of Eq. (12) represent
the nonlinearities associated with the nonlinear coupling between the electrostatic
potential and the electron wave function and the nonlinear quantum statistical pres-
sure, respectively.

5. Numerical mode analysis method for investigation of two stream
instabilities

Let us study the basic fluid equation for quantum plasmas to investigate the Two
Stream instabilities using Normal Mode Analysis Method (NMA) which is one of the
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basic and simplest way to understand the instabilities in plasmas. For the sake of
understanding and simplification let us rewrite the Fluid equations again, which
includes continuity equations and momentum equations for a plasma model which is
unmagnetized and possess non degenerate ions and moves with non-relativistic speed.

5.1 Basic equations

In an unmagnetized, non-relativistic collision-less dense plasma, the QHD equa-
tion for a degenerate electron under the effect of an electrostatics potential due to
non-degenerate ions [30, 31] that move at a non-relativistic speed is self-possessed of
a continuity equation and a momentum equation for a degenerate electron. This is the
case because non-degenerate ions move at a non-relativistic electrons

∂ne
∂t

þ ∇
! � neu

!
e

� �
¼ 0 (14)

mene
∂ue!
∂t

þ u!e � ∇
!� �

u!e

� �
� ene∇

!
φþ ∇

!
Pe � ne FB

�! ¼ 0 (15)

Where

F
!
B ¼ FBx ∧ iþ FBz ∧ k ¼ ℏ2∇

!

2me

∇2 ffiffiffinepffiffiffi
ne

p
� �

is the force arising due to Bohm potential,

which is self – consistent potential depends upon the amplitude of wave function of
matter wave associated with degenerate electrons.

Along with Poisson equation

ε0∇2φ� e
ε0

ne � Zinið Þ ¼ 0 (16)

In unmagnetized quantum plasma, the dynamics of non-degenerate ions, is
described by the QHD equation in non-relativistic region, which includes continuity
equation and momentum equation for non-degenerate ions

∂ni
∂t

þ ∇
! � niu

!
i

� �
¼ 0 (17)

1þ τm
∂

∂t

� �
∂

∂t
þ u!:∇

!
� �

u! þ Zie
mi

∇
!
φþ γikBTi

mini
∇
!
ni

" #
� η

ρi
∇2ui �

ξþ η
3

� �

ρi
∇
!

∇
!
:ui!

� �
¼ 0

(18)

Where Zi is atomic number of ions, φ is electrostatics potential due to space charge
distribution of electron-ion system., ne,ni are number density of electrons and ions
me,mi are Mass of electrons and ions, ue, ui are velocity of electrons and ions, ρi is mass
density of ion, γi is Adiabetic index of ion, τm relaxation time of ion η and ξ = 0.1 and
2.7 = Bulk ion visco-elastic coefficient for ions while the rest of physical quantities
have their usual meaning.

Here momentum equation includes the quantum statistical pressure term for
degenerate electron [32] which behaves like a Fermi gas at zero-electron temperature,
which depends upon Fermi speed of degenerate Fermi electron gas and degree of
space-dimension of electron [33, 34].
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At zero-electron temperature, quantum statistical pressure is

Pe ¼ me VFeð Þ2no
3

ne
no

� � 2
fþ1

� �

(19)

Where

VFe ¼ 3π2ℏ3neð Þ13
me

= Fermi speed of degenerate electron
f = degree of space-dimension of degenerate electron.
no = number density of electron in equilibrium state.

5.2 Mathematical analysis

The continuity and momentum equations for electrons and ions, as well as
Poisson’s equation, are solved using Normal Mode Analysis and linearization, where
the physical quantities (density, velocity, and electrostatic potential) ni ,ne, uix, uiy,
uiz, uex, uiy, uiz and φ are expressed as P ¼ P0 þ P1 where P0 and P1 represent the
unperturbed and perturbed part respectively. Due to their tiny size, higher order
perturbed terms, particularly those of the second order, are disregarded during line-
arization. After calculating the perturbed velocities for ions and electrons, ui1 and ue1,
from momentum equations, these values are substituted into the expression for
perturbed densities of ions and electrons obtained from continuity equations under
the assumption that the unperturbed densities of ions and electrons are constant with
respect to the electron oscillation period, such that-

∂ni0
∂t

¼ ∂ne0
∂t

¼ 0 (20)

Also unperturbed components of velocities of ions and electrons are considered
constant in space-time, so that

∂uix0,uiy0,uiz0
∂x,z

¼ ∂uex0,uey0,uez0
∂x,z

¼ 0 (21)

∂uix0,uiy0,uiz0
∂t

¼ ∂uex0,uey0,uez0
∂t

¼ 0 (22)

After applying all this conditions, the density of electrons and ions are evaluated in
term of perturbed potential φ1 and Using these values of np1 and ne1 in Poisson’s
Eq. (18), we get the following equation in φ1

φ1 ¼
φN

φD
¼ φNR þ iφNI

φDR þ iφDI
(23)

Where

φN ¼ φNR þ iφNI (24)

and

φD ¼ φDR þ iφDI (25)
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Real and imaginary parts of numerator and denominator are written as:

φNR¼
ω8GNR1 þ ω7GNR2 þ ω6GNR3 þ ω5GNR4 þ ω4GNR5

þω3GNR6 þ ω2GNR7 þ ω1GNR8 þ ω0GNR9

" #
(26)

φNI ¼
ω8GNI1 þ ω7GNI2 þ ω6GNI3 þ ω5GNI4 þ ω4GNI5

þω3GNI6 þ ω2GNI7 þ ω1GNI8 þ ω0GNI9

" #
(27)

φDR ¼
ω10GDR1 þ ω9GDR2 þ ω8FGDR3 þ ω7GDR4

þω6GDR4 þ ω5GDR5 þ ω4GDR6 þ ω3GDR7

þω2GDR8 þ ω1GDR9 þ ω0GDR10

2
64

3
75 (28)

φDI ¼
ω10GDI1 þ ω9GDI2 þ ω8GDI3 þ ω7GDI4

þω6GDI3 þ ω5GDI4 þ ω4GDI5 þ ω3GDI6

þω2GDI7 þ ω1GDI8 þ ω0GDI9

2
64

3
75 (29)

Here, G’s are coefficients of different powers of ω, which are functions of
unperturbed quantities.

Eq. (29) relates the perturbed quantity ϕ1 with the unperturbed quantities. Since
the first-order quantity cannot be explicitly expressed in terms of zeroth-order quan-
tities [35], we make the RHS of this equation indeterminate by putting numerator and
denominator to be individually zero. Thus, we get two equations of order seven for
frequency of oscillations. These equations are solved numerically for the values of
growth rate (imaginary part of ω ) by giving typical values of ne0, np0, ux0, uy0, uz0,
vx0, vy0, vz0, and Te. The real roots of these equations give rise to the propagating
waves, which are not of our concern here. The positive imaginary part of the complex
root gives the instability, whereas its negative part gives the damped wave. It means
the oscillations are unstable when Im(ω) < 0.

Here Figure 1, presents the variation of normalized growth rate of the instabilities
occurring into the plasma. From above mentioned polynomial equation in terms of ω,
several equations will have complex conjugate roots and same may not have. The
growth rate can be analyzed with variation in other typical parameters like ion den-
sity, angle of propagation in case of magnetized plasmas, with ion temperature in case
of warm plasmas and also with respect to variation in magnetic field in magnetized
plasmas.

6. Future perspectives

In the past many derived the dielectric constant for the high-frequency (in com-
parison with the ion plasma frequency) ES waves [36, 37] and the refractive index for
EM waves [38] by using a quantum kinetic theory based on the Wigner and Poisson-
Maxwell equations in an unmagnetized quantum plasmas. But no one has found the
same in magnetized plasma. In 2D electrons, at very high magnetic field, electron
density is quantized which is associated with quantized Hall resistance. After solving
this problem we will be able to understand the features of quantum oscillations of
electrons and possible formation of bound states of electrons in the presence an
external magnetic field.
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In the past researchers have given dielectric constant without quantum statistical
pressure to investigate the screening and wake potentials around a test charge in an
electron ion quantum plasma. The wake potential behind a test charge arises due to
collective interactions between a test charge and the ion oscillation. The screening
potential can be used to study the doubly excited resonance states of He and H atoms
embedded in a quantum plasma and lattice waves in 2D hexagonal quantum plasma
crystals. In this problem we will deduce potentials around a moving test charge in a
quantum plasma with inclusion of statistical pressure term.
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Figure 1.
Variation of growth rate Γwith Propagation Vector (k in m�1)When θ = 45°, φ0 = 0.05, ne0 = 5� 1017 m�3, me
= 9.1 �10�31kg, mi = 1.67 � 10�27 kg, Uix0 = Uiy0 = Uiz0 = 0.25Cs, Uex0 = Uey0 ¼ Uez0 ¼5 Cs, Te ¼
0:25eV, Ti ¼ 0 and Zi = 1.
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Chapter 5

Particle Acceleration in the Venus 
Plasma Wake
Hector Pérez-de-Tejada and R. Lundin

Abstract

Measurements conducted with the PVO and the VEX spacecraft have shown that 
the solar wind that streams around the Venus ionosphere produces plasma vortex-shaped 
structures across its wake. Those features are a varying property whose width gradu-
ally decreases with the downstream distance along the wake. Further studies suggest 
that as the width of the vortex structures becomes smaller with distance and since the 
total energy of the particles involved in the vortex motion should be maintained, the 
energy of particles that move in the central part of the wake should be enhanced. As a 
result, there should be a continuous energization of the planetary ions that are carried 
off by the solar wind from the Venus ionosphere; namely, accelerated planetary ions 
should be measured along the Venus wake. Different from measurements conducted 
in the Venus near wake where planetary O+ ions move with speeds smaller than those 
of the solar wind, the conditions far downstream along the wake imply that as a result 
of the gradual decrease of the vortex width with distance downstream from Venus, 
the planetary ions that stream in that direction acquire larger speed values and thus 
become accelerated.

Keywords: venus plasma wake, particle acceleration, pioneer venus orbiter (PVO), 
venus express (VEX), vortex structures

1. Introduction

Measurements conducted with the Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) and the Venus 
Express (VEX) spacecraft in orbit around Venus have provided evidence for the 
presence of vortex structures in the Venus wake and that reveal process similar to 
those that occur in similar fluid dynamic problems. An initial indication of the pres-
ence of vortex motion in the Venus wake was provided by changes in the direction 
of the velocity vectors of ions reported from the plasma measurements of the PVO 
[1, 2], and that was better described from the velocity vectors of the H+ and O+ ions 
obtained with the VEX data projected on a plane transverse to the wake direction 
reproduced in Figure 1 [3]. Measurements made for both ion populations describe a 
counterclockwise rotation as seen from the wake and that extends across a large part 
of Venus cross section. The velocity distribution is oriented on a geometry different 
from what would be produced by magnetic tension forces along the field lines from 
the Venus polar regions. Instead, flow motion is dominant to produce the vortex shape 
in the particle displacement and that derives from effects related to the rotation of 
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the Venus ionosphere. Further studies also showed a downward displacement of the 
trans-terminator flow in the Venus upper ionosphere [4, 5] and on the position 
of ionospheric holes [6] that were later interpreted as resulting from plasma chan-
nels that extend downstream from the Venus polar regions [7].

Particle acceleration of planetary O+ ions in the Venus wake has been a source of 
information regarding the fact that their measured speed values (20–30 km/s) are 
significantly smaller than the speed of the solar wind ions (200–300 km/s) in the near 
wake. Such smaller values are not expected from the acceleration of the planetary ions 
produced through the solar wind convective electric field where both plasma popula-
tions should rapidly acquire similar speeds. Instead, proton cyclotron waves produced 
through wave particle interactions [8] may lead the O+ ions to acquire larger speed val-
ues as they move along the Venus tail, thus becoming gradually accelerated. Information 
will be presented to stress that magnetic field forces are not sufficient to produce that 
response and thus that other mechanisms are required to produce the measured well-
order displacement of the accelerated planetary ions. As a whole it will be suggested 
that through wave-particle interactions, the dynamics of vortex structures whose width 
decreases with distance downstream from Venus will produce a continuous enhance-
ment of the particle speed for fluxes that remain moving along the wake direction.

2. Vortex data from the VEX measurements

Data from 8 VEX orbits obtained during 2006 and 2009 as the spacecraft moved 
into and left a vortex structure are summarized in Table 1 and that were selected to 
produce the segments placed in Figure 2. As a whole there is a general difference in 
the position of the segments, which occurred closer to Venus (which is situated at 
the right side) in those corresponding to the 2009 orbits (thick underline) and that 

Figure 1. 
(left panel) Velocity vectors of the H+ ions projected on the YZ-plane compiled from the VEX measurements  
(≈ 1–300 eV). Notice the formation of a tail ward moving vortex (helix) in the near wake at X ≤ −1.5 RV. (right 
panel) Velocity vectors of the O+ ions projected on the YZ-plane compiled from the VEX measurements. Notice the 
formation of a tail ward moving vortex (helix) in the near wake at X ≤ −1.5 RV (from [3]).
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represent conditions suitable to a minimum in the solar cycle. The segments derived 
from the 2006 orbits (single underline) are located further downstream along the 
wake [9]. Also, there is an indication that the time width ΔT between the inbound 
and the outbound crossings marked at the vertical coordinate in Figure 2 is smaller 
in the 2006 orbits which trace the wake farther away from Venus (that transition is 
derived from the δ and the Δ values annotated in Table 1 together width their time 
width ΔT obtained from their measurements). The numbers at the side of each seg-
ment indicate the day in the date of the orbits in Table 1.

A similar conclusion can also be reached by plotting the inbound and the out-
bound crossings of vortex structures in those orbits and that is projected on the XZ 
plane as shown in Figure 3. The position of the data points is displaced to lower −Z 
values with increasing distance downstream from Venus. The two sets of data with 
four orbits each indicate a different displacement of the vortex structure along the 
−Z direction. In all the data points, there is a similar displacement in the position of 
the vortex structure toward the southern hemisphere with increasing distance down-
stream from Venus. However, there is a general preference in those features to occur 
closer to Venus in the 2009 measurements since the VEX passage across the Z = 0 
axis is by X = −1.8 RV in that set while it reaches X = − 2.2 RV in the 2006 measure-
ments. This difference implies that the vortex structures are located closer to Venus 
during solar cycle minimum conditions by 2009, and that their position along the 
wake varies along that cycle. The persistent location of the vortex crossings following 
a similar trend for both the inbound and the outbound passes, which is suitable for 
2006 and 2009, supports the view that it is a common phenomenon. It is also to be 
noted that the close crossing position in orbits labeled 22, 23, 24, and 28 in Figure 3 
(which correspond to the day of the date where they were made during 2006) gives 
the rate of change of the vortex size with distance in the X and the Z coordinates. In 
fact, since ΔZ ~ 0.2 RV and ΔX ~ 0.3 RV across those orbits, it is possible to suggest 
that the vortex width changed at a rate with a significant (~ 30°) angle in that part of 
the wake.

Figure 2. 
Segments measured between the inbound and the outbound crossings of vortex structures by VEX in the eight 
orbits included in Table 1 (they are identified by changes in the particle flux intensity measured in the energy 
spectra of the O+ ions). Their corrected position along the X-axis shows that the 2009 orbits (marked with a 
double underline) are located closer to Venus, and also that the width value in the 2006 orbits (marked with a 
single underline) are mostly smaller since they have lower ΔT values and are encountered further downstream 
along the wake The numbers by the side of each segment state the day of their crossing date in Table 1  
(improved from [9]).
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An extended study of those results was conducted by considering VEX orbits 
that exhibit an indication of vortex structures throughout the operation time of that 
spacecraft (between 2006 and 2013). Even though the plasma conditions differed 
significantly among them, it was possible to collect a number of orbits for each year 
of operation and that led to their general distribution reproduced in Figure 4 [10]. 
In particular, they describe variations in their width as follows: For each orbit there 
is a segment bounded by the entry and exit of the spacecraft through a vortex with a 
number that marks the two last digits of the year when measurements were made (they 
include the four orbits for 2006 and for 2009 that were discussed in Figures 2 and 3). 
The length of that segment corresponds to the time width of the vortex structure and is 
marked by its position placed on the vertical coordinate; that is, segments positioned at 
high values in that axis indicate wide vortices while those situated at low values corre-
spond to thin vortices. Most notable is that the segments identify two different regions; 
one corresponding to orbits before the minimum solar cycle conditions (between 2006 
and 2009) and the other to orbits that occurred during and after those conditions 
(between 2009 and 2013). Two big circles select schematically different sets of orbits 
that are located either far away from Venus between 2006 and 2009 (left circle) and 
those that are placed closer to Venus (between 2009 and 2013 (right circle) during solar 
cycle minimum conditions. The implication here is that as in Figures 2 and 3, the vortex 
structures occur closer to Venus during minimum solar cycle conditions.

Equally important is that the time width ΔT (segment length) in the 2006: 2009 
orbit range is clearly smaller (placed at lower values along the vertical coordinate 
within the left circle) than that in the 2009: 2913 orbit range (larger values in the 
right circle). In agreement with both traces in Figure 3 the vortex structures identi-
fied between 2006 and 2009 (left circle in Figure 4) occur farther away from Venus 
than those detected between 2009 and 2013 (right circle). As a result, the thickness 

Figure 3. 
Corrected position of the VEX spacecraft projected on the XZ plane during its entry (inbound) and exit 
(outbound) through a corkscrew plasma structure in several orbits. The two traces correspond to the four orbits 
in 2006 and the four orbits in 2009 listed in Table 1. The numbers at the site of each crossing state the day of their 
crossing date in that Table 1.
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Figure 5. 
View of a corkscrew vortex flow in fluid dynamics. Its geometry is equivalent to that of a vortex flow in the Venus 
wake with its width and position varying during the solar cycle. Near minimum solar cycle conditions the vortex 
is located closer to Venus (right side) and there are indications that its width becomes smaller with increasing 
distance downstream from the planet. Such is the case for the 2006 orbits (marked with a single underline in 
Figure 2) and that were conducted before the solar cycle minimum at 2009–2010 thus implying that the vortex 
flow becomes thinner when it is detected further downstream along the wake [9].

Figure 4. 
Corrected values of the time-width (in minutes) between the VEX inbound and outbound crossings of vortex 
structures as a function of the X-distance (RV) downstream from Venus that were measured in 20 orbits. The 
numbers at the side of each segment represent the two last digits of the year when measurements were made in 
different orbits between 2006 and 2013 (four orbits were examined during 2006 and also during 2009). The two 
circles confine orbits between 2006 and 2009 (left circle) prior to a solar cycle minimum and those between 2009 
and 2013 (right circle) during and after that period [9].
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of the vortex structures located far away from Venus (left circle) becomes smaller 
with increasing distance along the wake, thus implying a corkscrew shape similar to 
that represented schematically in Figure 5 for a flow configuration behind an object 
immersed in a fluid and where it thins out with the downstream distance [11].

3. Particle acceleration in the Venus wake

The tendency of the width of vortex structures to decrease with distance down-
stream from Venus indicated in Figure 2 has implications regarding its effects on the 
motion of the planetary ions that stream within them. Most notable is that their kinetic 
energy around such features depends on the scale size of the vortices and if the latter 
become smaller with the downstream distance as produced by the expansion of the 
solar wind into the wake, the energy released should be assimilated by particles that 
remain moving in the smaller-size vortices. In addition, such particles have directed 
motion along the wake, and as a result, some of that energy should contribute to 
enhance their speed in that direction. It is thus possible that a fraction of planetary ions 
dragged along by the solar wind may be gradually accelerated along the Venus wake.

A velocity variation in that sense can be inferred from the speed profile of the 
planetary ions shown in both panels of Figure 6 [12] where in addition to a gradual 
decrease of their speed with altitude by and above the ionopause (by ~103 km), there 
is a sudden and unexpected change in the altitude gradient by ~5 103 km and that 
produces enhanced speed values from ~10 km/s by ~5 103 km to ~40 km/s by ~104 km 
and that peak at that altitude. That variation is nearly the same in both panels of 
Figure 6 and suggests the participation of a different process. In particular, larger 
speed values imply the acceleration of the planetary ions that can be estimated in terms 
of a change in the cross section of their motion. The acceleration of those particles can 
be estimated in terms of the cross section of the vortex structure encountered along 
the spacecraft trajectory. In fact, since the width of a vortex structure decreases with 
distance along the wake as a result of the expansion of the solar wind into that region 
(Pérez-de-Tejada, 1986), the total energy content of the vortex motion should be 

Figure 6. 
Measured flow velocities versus VEX altitude for solar wind H+ ions, and ionospheric H+ and O+ ions. The curve 
marked vesc illustrates escape velocity versus altitude above Venus. The data points represent average values in 
50 km altitude intervals sampled within Y = +0.5 of the dawn-dusk Meridian (left panel) and of the noon-
midnight Meridian (right panel). Regions and boundaries are marked on the right-hand side as the I-sphere (the 
ionopause (IP), and the ionosheath (IMB). From Lundin et al. [12].
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maintained, and thus a fraction of the energy released will be provided to the particle 
population that preserves that motion. Following the shape of a vortex structure 
downstream from Venus that is similar to that indicated in the equivalent form past 
an object in Figure 5, we can suggest a shape that by a distance of two planetary radii 
along the Venus wake, the thickness of the vortex has decreased significantly. The out-
come of that geometry is that when the thickness of the corkscrew flow has decreased, 
the speed of the particles has to be larger so that their kinetic energy density integrated 
over the area of the cross section is maintained. Such variation is comparable to that 
expected from the shape of the corkscrew flow in Figure 5 where larger speed values 
are expected where the cross section of the vortex structure is smaller. Thus, the data 
points in Figure 6 at low altitudes refer to the gradual motion of the spacecraft through 
a wide vortex in a region close to Venus and that at higher altitudes apply to the region 
where the cross section of the vortex is smaller and hence the flow speeds are larger. 
An implication also consistent with the shape of a corkscrew flow shape in Figure 5 
is the abrupt ending of the speed profile by ~1.5 104 km altitude in Figure 6 and that 
is not related to any drastic change in the density profile since comparable density 
values were measured above and below that altitude. Instead, the abrupt ending of the 
speed profile at that altitude may imply the exit of the spacecraft from the corkscrew 
flow region along its trajectory. In summary, vortices along the Venus wake seem to 
be confined within a region whose cross section decreases with distance downstream 
from Venus and with a population of accelerated planetary ions.

4. Velocity vectors unrelated to the J x B force

Unrelated to the acceleration of planetary O+ ions through the decreasing cross 
section of vortices along the Venus wake, there are other mechanisms that should also 
contribute to produce that effect. Most notable is the participation of magnetic fields 
through the Lorentz J x B forces. In order to explore that contribution, a review of the 

Figure 7. 
Average values of the velocity vectors of the planetary O+ ions (left) and the magnetic field vectors (right) 
measured with the VEX spacecraft along the Venus wake. The direction of the velocity vectors exhibits an orderly 
configuration while the magnetic field vectors become erratic. Red and blue arrows correspond to Z > 0 and Z < 0 
locations.
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available VEX data was conducted to examine the manner in which that force may 
influence particle motion in the wake and that led to the results presented in Figure 7. 
The left panel describes the average values that the velocity vectors of the planetary O+ 
ions maintain across the wake. Their orderly configuration exhibits a well-organized 
speed distribution along the wake with some of them displaying a common deflection 
toward the Y axis. That pattern is entirely different from the erratic distribution of 
the magnetic field vector orientation measured over many orbits and that is presented 
in the right panel of that figure. The varying direction of the magnetic field vectors 
differs from the well-organized orientation of the velocity vectors of the O+ ions and 
thus provides information that their acceleration is not solely dependent on the J x B 
forces. Other forces mostly derived from wave-particle interactions are necessary to 
justify the organized distribution of the velocity vectors of the O+ ions, which follow 
that of the solar wind ions. The data presented here thus provide an important source 
of information regarding the orderly direction of the velocity vectors of the planetary 
O+ ion population along the tail and that is unrelated to the J x B forces.

5. Conclusions

From the data analysis made in a representative number of VEX orbits, it has been 
possible to identify the relative position of vortex structures detected before and in 
the vicinity of a minimum solar cycle with an indication that they occur closer to 
Venus along its wake under such conditions. This variation was inferred by consider-
ing either a small number of VEX orbits or a more extended sample including those 
obtained across most of the operation time of that spacecraft. A suitable shape of the 
vortex structures along the Venus wake was also inferred from the observed decrease 
of its thickness with the downstream distance and that is similar to that of corkscrew 
flows in fluid dynamic problems. An implication of their expected smaller cross 
section along the Venus wake is that energy is provided to particles that stream in that 
direction, thus leading to their gradual acceleration.

The distribution of planetary ions through the Venus wake is arranged by 
the combined participation of wave-particle interactions on their large-scale 
gyrotropic trajectories [13]. Their effects should be substantial [14–16] since they 
will allow the magnetic field forces to be influenced by oscillations and fluctua-
tions of the magnetic field that has draped around the Venus ionosphere and at 
the same time to the convected electric field of the solar wind. Measurements 
conducted with the Mariner 5, the PVO, and the VEX spacecraft have contributed 
with observations of notable magnetic turbulence that is suitable to support that 
view [17, 18] and that are required to account for the transport of momentum 
between the solar wind and the ionospheric plasma. Similar conditions should 
also be applicable to the solar wind/Mars ionosphere interface where there are 
observations of plasma heating across the flanks of a velocity shear [19], and 
also that magnetic field wave oscillations have been reported from the MAVEN 
 measurements [20].
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Chapter 6

Design and Analysis of High Power
RF Window
Mukesh Kumar Alaria

Abstract

Gyrotron has proven to be an efficient source for RF generation at high power and
high frequency level. Gyrotron has very significant and specific role to play, particu-
larly, in plasma, material, spectroscopy and energy research. The chapter covers the
selection of dielectric materials and power handling capability of RF windows. The
design analysis of RF window with window disk thickness and diameter are optimized
considering the minimum return loss and the minimum insertion loss by using CST
microwave studio. The advantage of the double disc window cooling is most effective.
In the 42 GHz window design, double disc winnow are using and the temperature on
the disc of RF window does not exceed 100 degree C and found in safe limit. The
design of RF window depends on the dielectric characteristics like dielectric constant,
loss tangent, permittivity, etc., of the window materials. The dielectric permittivity
and loss tangent of window material affect the absorption and transmission of RF
power. The thermal analyses are performed by using finite element analysis code
ANSYS code on the basis of electrical design of RF window.

Keywords: Gyrotron, loss tangent, reflection, transmission, Gaussian beam, RF losses

1. Introduction

At present the Gyrotron is used almost in every plasma fusion machines as a high
power millimeter wave source for electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH). RF
window is a very critical component of a high power Gyrotron and used on the output
section of the device for the extraction of RF power from vacuum to external pres-
surized atmospheric environment [1–5].

In high power microwave devices, RF window is also a critical component and
used for extraction of RF power from the Gyrotron. RF window is used on the output
section of the device for the propagation of RF power from the ultrahigh vacuum
environment to the external normal pressure environment for the effective extraction
of RF power. Thus the careful design of this component is essential for the successful
operation of the device. The window disc dimensions are optimized in the design of a
RF window taking into account the minimum power reflection and the maximum
power handling capability.

RF loss in the RF window directly depends on the dielectric properties of the
materials. Obviously, the dielectric properties should be stable in a wide range of
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temperatures so that the window performance remains stable during the heating. RF
window must be fabricated from a low loss material which should be also suitable for
the ultra-high vacuum application. Thus, the loss tangent of the RF window material
should be minimum for the least absorption of RF power.

The material selection is very important for a Gyrotron window operating at high
power and high frequencies. For a high power Gyrotron the advanced materials such
as sapphire, chemical vapor deposited (CVD) diamond, silicon nitride composite,
BeO, Au-doped silicon etc., have to be used [6–9]. CVD diamond is the first choice for
the MW power Gyrotron due to its excellent dielectric and mechanical properties.

The electrical and thermal designs of the RF windows for 42 GHz Gyrotrons are
presented in this Chapter. It is of interest to mention that gyrotrons operating at these
two frequencies are considered for study as both of these gyrotrons have been devel-
opments at CEERI, Pilani under various national projects. The various types of RF
windows used in a Gyrotron are discussed in Section 2. The electrical and thermal
designs of RF window for 42 GHz Gyrotron is described in Section 3.

2. Gyrotron RF window

Gyrotron window is required for transmitting significant amount of microwave
energy without exhibiting thermal runway. The design requirement of RF windows is
minimum return loss, minimum insertion loss, power handling capacity and broad
bandwidth. Different dielectric material such as, boron nitride, silicon nitride, sap-
phire and PACVD diamond are used in a design of RF window. Commonly, boron
nitride, silicon nitride and sapphire are used in low power and short pulse Gyrotron
window. The combination of low millimeter wave losses and excellent thermal con-
ductivity with good mechanical properties makes artificial plasma assisted chemical
vapor deposition (PACVD) diamond a compelling choice for high power, high fre-
quency long pulse Gyrotron window. The diamond window gives a solution for the
window problem which has been regarded as the most serious issue on the develop-
ment of high power long pulse Gyrotron [10–16].

In double disc window, two discs are required per barrier with a spacing of
approximately one wave length and some power is absorbed by dielectric cooling
liquid, which are disadvantages of this types of window. Due to moderate RF power
double discs sapphire window has been selected for use in 42 GHz, 200 kW Gyrotron
and presented in Section 3. In single disc window, low loss tangent dielectric materials
such as boron nitride, silicon nitride, sapphire and plasma assisted chemical vapor
deposition (PACVD) diamond are used. The disc is built into an assembly in which
two Inconel tubes are bonded on both sides of the plate to provide vacuum shielding
and water cooling to the edge of the disc, leaving an effective window aperture of
85 mm. The PACVD diamond window can be used for 1 MW Gyrotron due to its high
thermal conductivity and low dielectric loss. Diamond grown by chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) is becoming a viable window material [17]. Window must be able
to withstand the thermally induced stresses caused by the temperature rise of the
window as well as the mechanical stress caused by atmospheric and coolant pressure
[18]. In the Gyrotron, different types of windows according to the various cooling
schemes are used for the extraction of RF power. Generally, windows with (a) multi-
ple dielectrics with distributed cooling (b) double discs with surface cooling by liquid
(c) single disc with surface cooling by gas and (d) single disc with edge cooling are
used in Gyrotrons. Each of these windows possesses its own advantages and
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disadvantages. Basic aspects of gyrotron window are discussed in sub-Section 2.1.
Further, the selection of dielectric materials for Gyrotron window is presented in sub-
Section 2.2 and the power handling capability of RF window in sub-section Section
2.3, respectively.

2.1 Basic aspect

Ultimately, the high power limits for all RF window is a result of heating caused by
absorbed microwave energy in the window. Even though the fraction of energy
absorbed is quite small, of the order of 0.1% for typical materials of interest, the large
amounts of transmitted power means that even a small fraction can result in signifi-
cant heating leading to thermal stress and thermal runaway. In the heated RF window
structure thermal energy generation is initiated by the absorbed microwave energy
[19]. This energy is removed in steady state operation by thermal conduction and
force convection. The conduction temperature profile is important because it ulti-
mately leads to failure of the window when the power is high. The temperature
gradients required to drive thermal energy out of the window cause different areas of
the window. As window heat up, these stresses would reach the ultimate strength for
the given material and surface of geometry and the window would fail. Face cooled
window is not as susceptible to thermal runaway effects as edge cooled window.

The thickness (d) of window disc is chosen so that the reflection is minimized and
it may be initially estimated through the expression given as [20]

d ¼ Nλ0
2
ffiffiffiffi
ε0r

p (1)

where N is integer and λ0 is the free-space wavelength, the maximum transmission
occurs at the series of frequencies fi for which

Niλi ¼ 2d
ffiffiffiffi
ε0r

p
(2)

where suffix i signifies the various integers. A possible solution for broadband
window is Brewster window. Brewster window is used in multi frequency Gyrotron.
Window reflections are the main problem in the design of Brewster window. The
transmission band of Brewster window is large and the disk in the window is tilted
with a specific angle. The angle between the normal to the window disk and the RF
propagation axis is chosen according to Eq. (3).

θBrewster ¼ arc tan
ffiffiffiffi
ε0r

p
(3)

The value of disc thickness (d0) in case of TEmn mode for low power window can
be obtained as:

d0 ¼ Nπffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πf

ffiffiffi
ε0r
c

q� �2

� χ0mn
Rwin

� �2
s (4)

where f is frequency, Rwin is window radius, c is velocity of light and χ0mn is the n
th

root of the derivative ofmth order first kind Bessel function. Based on this formulation
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the range of disc and other design parameters considered. It is interest to mention that
Eq. (4) can be easily transformed as Eq. (1) for gyrotron window due to insignificant
value of second term of the denominator of Eq. (4). The initial disc thicknesses (d) of
high frequency window, obtained from eq. (1), for various high power Gyrotrons are
given in the Table 1.

The effect of varying the window radius is illustrated in Figure 1. With the larger
window the power handling capacity increases. However, as increase in the window
thickness raises the total heat generated in the window and thereby is detrimental to
the window thermal performance. It shows that the maximum acceptable power level
decreases when the window thickness is increased.

2.2 Selection of window materials

The important aspect of high power Gyrotron window design is the dielectric
properties of the window materials. Since the ceramic comes in the path of propagat-
ing microwave, the dielectric properties of the ceramic material have strong influence
on the electrical design of window. Desired dielectric properties of a window material
are low relative permittivity (ε0r) and low loss tangent (tan δ). If all else have been
optimized, a lower relative permittivity (ε0r) gives a better bandwidth response [21].

Alumina is the predominant material for high power window applications.
Beryllia, though better in electrical and thermal properties than alumina, is seldom
used. Beryllia is not mechanically strong, and the potential danger in handling such a

Materials At 120 GHz d ¼ 4λ0
2
ffiffiffi
ε0r

p At 170 GHz d ¼ 5λ0
2
ffiffiffi
ε0r

p Permittivity (ε0r)

Boron Nitrate (BN) 2.3 mm 2.03 mm 4.7

CVD 2.1 mm 1.85 mm 5.67

Sapphire 1.63 mm 1.44 mm 9.4

Table 1.
Disc thickness for different frequency Gyrotron window.

Figure 1.
Effect of window radius on maximum power level of window.
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toxic material is also a definite drawback. Sapphire has been the best material for a
microwave window because of its high strength, low absorbed power and good toler-
ance of radiation damage. Sapphire is a single crystal material because it is hardest
material and has highest melting point of any materials that is commonly available in
the industry. Sapphire materials are widely used because its transparency, superior
mechanical strength, chemical and scratch resistance and the fact that it can be
relatively easily developed as a grown crystal. Sapphire also has the potential for much
lower microwave losses as a result of its large reduction in loss tangent at cryogenic
temperatures, where it also becomes somewhat stronger.

The effect of poor thermal conductivity was identifiable from the extremely high
temperature gradients (up to 600°C) attained immediately prior to failure, but they
can handle up to 100 kW power. The dielectric properties should be stable in wide
range of temperature so that the window performance being stable during the heating.
Due to the very good thermal conductivity and very weak dependency of the dielec-
tric parameters on temperature, diamond is selected for window design for high
power and high frequency Gyrotron which is capable for long pulse operation. The
diamond window gives a solution for the window problem which has been regarded as
the most serious issue on the development of high power long pulse Gyrotron. For the
low power Gyrotron the best materials like sapphire and boron nitride are used due to
the low cost and easy availability.

The strength and thermal conductivity of PACVD has made it the leading candi-
date to replace sapphire in RF window applications. The edge cooled window is a
major advantage of avoiding complex flow passages in the microwave channel. High
power limit for all vacuum windows is a result of heating caused by absorbed
microwave energy in the window elements themselves. Even though the fraction of
energy absorbed is quite small, on the order of 0.1% for typical materials of interest,
the large amounts of transmitted power means that even a small fraction can result
in significant heating leading to coolant boiling, thermal stress failure, or thermal
runaway. The small but significant absorption is due to a complex component of the
dielectric constant, indicating that some polarized or charged constituents of the
material move in phase with the applied electric field at the frequency of the micro-
wave beam.

Dielectric materials such as sapphire and boron nitride (BN) are used in RF win-
dow for low power gyrotron due to its low failure resistance and low RF power
capacity of material, while PACVD diamond is used in high power and long pulse
gyrotron due to its high failure resistance and high power capacity of material. The
expressions of these two empirical parameters, namely failure resistance (R’) and
power transmission capacity (PT) for edge cooled windows [20]. These parameters
are defined as follows:

R0 ¼ kσB 1� υð Þ
Eα

(5)

where k is thermal conductivity, σB is bending strength, ν is Poissons number, E is
Young’s modulus and α is thermal expansion coefficient. Further

PT ¼ R0ρcp
1þ ε0r
� �

tanδ
(6)

where ρ is density, cp is specific heat.
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Using the material parameters and beam profiles, irradiation tests with a
potential new material for simple water-edge-cooled single disc window,
diamond is attractive due to its good mechanical properties, modest dielectric
constant, relatively low loss and excellent thermal conductivity. In the tempera-
ture range of 200–370 K the loss tangent and the permittivity of diamond are
practically constant. The current CVD capabilities have allowed for tests with
diamond discs of up to 100 mm diameter and 2.5 mm thickness for megawatt
Gyrotrons.

2.3 Power handling capability

RF windows are generally preferred and used for high power microwave tubes due
to their higher handling RF power capacity. Performances of microwave tubes are
limited by a number of factors; these are heat dissipation, voltage breakdown, and
window failure and multipactor phenomena. The maximum power obtainable from a
microwave tube is often determined by the power handling capability of the output
window. The output RF power is propagated out through waveguide or coaxial line
windows. The power handling criteria is rather a check for the diameter and indirectly
sets a limit to the useful diameter.

The power profile in the output window can take a variety of shapes. The most
desirable profile is Gaussian distribution which simplifies coupling of the RF into a
waveguide for transport to the plasma. The failure of RF windows may happen in
high power microwave tubes due to the following two reasons. (i) The ceramic disc
in window is bombarded by high energy electrons or ions and gives rise to
multipactor phenomena that causes discharge on the surface of the ceramic disc. As
a result, the ceramic disc is perforated or cracked. And, (ii) The heat losses generates
excessive heat in the ceramic disc and the temperature profile of the ceramic disc
rises up too high that it cracks developed because the tension caused by excessive
heat expansion is too strong to be endured by the material. The most intractable
problem for a window used to transmit high power continues wave (CW) results
from the excessive heat generated by RF losses in the dielectric disc. Although there
are several causes that may generate heat in dielectric disc, the above-mentioned
two kinds, that is, electron bombardment and RF losses are the most dominating
heat sources in the dielectric disc in a window used to transmit high power CW, and
they must be taken into account seriously. Cylindrical TE mode window is compre-
hensively used in high power microwave tubes. It consists of a thin dielectric disc.
When microwave passes through the dielectric disc, charge polarization would be
induced and thus yielding RF loss causes the thermal heat in the window material.
Because the heat dispersed from the interface of the disc with vacuum or air is too
little to be considered, it is transmitted only by conduction to the edge and dispersed
through metal window frame and cooling fluid, thus a thermal equilibrium is
reached. The edge of the dielectric disc keeps on constant temperature under well
cooling condition. The temperature in the centre of dielectric disc is the highest
when the thermal equilibrium is reached. If the temperature difference between the
center and the edge surpasses a certain limit, the dielectric disc may crack. Assuming
the temperature difference between the centre and the edge of the dielectric disc to
be Tm, then one can write:

Tm ¼ 0:725
f ε0ε00r P0Zd

h
(7)
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where h is the heat conductivity coefficient, f is frequency, P0 is passing power, ε0
is permittivity in the free space medium, ε00r is loss factor in the dielectric medium and
Zd is the characteristic impedance of TE0,3 mode in dielectric disc and expressed as
follows:

Zd ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ0= ε0ε0r
� �q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� λ0

λc 03

� �2r (8)

where μ0 is permeability in free space medium, λ0 is free space wavelength and λc
is cutoff wavelength. Therefore, a formula of average power capacity PTotalð Þ of cylin-
drical TEmn mode window can be acquired as follows:

PTotal ¼ 8:67
hΔTm

ωε0ε00r Zd
(9)

where ΔTm is the endurable maximal temperature difference between the centre
and the edge of a dielectric disc. The temperature increment should be as large as
possible to be endured by ceramic disc. Moreover, it has been concluded in that the
maximal endurable temperature difference between the centre and the edge of
dielectric disc made of ceramic is about 100 K.

i. RF Power loss in waveguide: For TE cylindrical waveguide mode profile
function f (z) = e�ikzz of a forward propagating wave, the power flow in the
waveguide is given by:

Prf ¼ 1
2μ0

ð
E� B ∗j jda ¼ πkz

4μ0ωk
2
⊥

χ0
2

mn � P0
2

� �
J2m χ0mn

� �
E2
0 (10)

where E and B* are the electric and the complex conjugate of magnetic field
respectively, E0 is amplitude of electric field, P0 is passing power and kz, k⊥
are the axial wave number and the transverse wave numbers, respectively.
Further, the ratio of ohmic loss to RF loss in the window is given by

ρohm
Prf

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

μ0ωσ

s
k4⊥
πkz

1
χ02mn � P0

2� � 1þ m2k2z
χ02mnk

2
⊥

 !
(11)

TE0n mode: The RF power generated in a TEmn circular waveguide mode and
incident on a window disc of radius (R) can be found by using Poynting
theorem. For azimuthally symmetric modes with m = 0, we found power
density distribution, Sz (r) as

Sz rð Þ ¼ PTotal χ0
2

mn

πR2

J21
χ0 nr
R

� �

J20 χ0nð Þ

" #
(12)

where PTotal is the total power.

TEM00 Gaussian beammode: For a fundamental symmetric Gaussian beam,
the power density distribution is given by
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Sz rð Þ ¼ PTotal
2

πw2 e
�2 r

wð Þ2 (13)

where w is the Gaussian beam radius, defined as the value of r at which the
field amplitude is 1/e times its on axis value. Thus the radial power absorption
in the disc can be modeled by:

P rð Þ ¼ A Sz rð Þ (14)

where A is the power absorption coefficient and is given as:

A ¼ 2 α l (15)

where α is the attenuation due to a dielectric region of length l in a waveguide.

ii. RF loss in ceramic window: The RF loss in the ceramic window may be
written as

α0 ¼ 2πf
c

ffiffiffiffi
ε0r

p
tanδ S (16)

where α0 is the absorption loss. Further, S is the enhancement factor in the
absorption due to the fact that the windows are acting as Fabry-Perot. S is
close to unity when the window is made anti-resonant (which requires a
tolerance on the window thickness). For the case of resonant power
transmission, which is considered here, S is given as:

S ¼ 1þ ε0r
� �

2
ffiffiffiffi
ε0r

p (17)

On the basis of eq. (10)–(17), an algorithm has been found out and computer
program in MATLAB has been developed. Figure 2 shows the power
distribution Sz(r) and loss on the disc for TE mode.

Figure 2.
Power distribution Sz(r) vs. disc of radius for TE mode.
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Table 2 gives the enhancement factors and RF losses in the ceramics for
different dielectric materials. Table 3 gives the power density distribution in
the edges of the sapphire disc, calculated. In the same way, Table 4 gives the
power handling capacity of sapphire window for 42 GHz Gyrotron at high
temperature estimated.

3. Design of RF window for 42 GHz, 200 kW Gyrotron

The design of face cooled double discs window for 42 GHz, 200 kW Gyrotron has
been carried out using the CST microwave studio (CST-MS). The window disc thick-
ness and diameter are optimized considering the minimum return loss and the mini-
mum insertion loss. The dielectric properties are used for the S-parameter estimation

Materials Enhancement
factor (S)

RF losses in ceramic (α0)
At 42 GHz

RF losses in ceramic (α0)
At 120 GHz

Sapphire 1.7 0.90 2.61

CVD 1.4 0.05 0.16

BN 1.3 2.83 8.10

Alumina 1.7 0.46 1.31

Table 2.
RF losses in the dielectric for different materials.

S.No. Input parameters Value Power distribution in edges of disc Sz(r)

1. Output power (P0) 200 kW 78 kW

2. Mode (TE mn) TE0,3

3. Waveguide Radius (a) 42.5 mm

4. Frequency (f) 42 GHz

Table 3.
RF power distribution in the sapphire disc window.

Input parameters Value Power handling
capacity (PT)

Remarks

Radius (a) 42.5 mm 194 KW (ΔTm) Temperature difference is high power
capacity (PT) will be increased.

Passing Power (P0) 200 kW

Frequency (f) 42 GHz

Temperature difference
ΔTmð )

107 K

Characteristic impedance
of TE0,3 mode (Zd)

135 ohm

Table 4.
Power handling capacity (PT) of sapphire window.
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in CST simulation and the mechanical and thermal properties are used for the thermal
and structural analysis of RF window in ANSYS simulation. In this section, the elec-
trical design of RF window for 42 GHz, 200 kW.

3.1 Electrical design of RF window for 42 GHz Gyrotron

In 42 GHz, 200 kW Gyrotron double discs, each of diameter 85 mm and thickness
3.2 mm sapphire window and spacing of discs 2.7 mm have been optimized in the
simulation where sapphire discs are face cooled by Coolant FC-75. These values of
window disc diameter, thickness and spacing are optimized considering the minimum
return loss (≤ � 20 dB) and the minimum insertion loss (≤ 0.1 dB) by using CST
microwave studio [22]. Figure 3 shows the schematic diagram of double disc faced
cooled sapphire window for 42 GHz Gyrotron. The material of disc is sapphire and
dielectric constant (ε0r) of the sapphire is 9.41, loss tangent is 5.4 � 10�5 while
dielectric constant of FC-75 is 1.8 and loss tangent (tan δ) is 26 � 10�4.

The design flow chart of high frequency and high power Gyrotron window is
shown in Figure 4. The performance of the S-parameters for 42 GHz double discs
faced cooled window with respect to frequency is shown in Figure 5. The S parameter
simulations for the optimized RF window show very small reflection and absorption
in the RF power. The disc thickness of window is small shows some advantages such
as proper metallization for better mechanical strength and brazing. The reflection and
transmission of the window are independent from the diameter as the wavelength is
quite small as compared to the ceramic disc outer diameter. The return loss perfor-
mance with respect to frequency for various RF window disc thicknesses of sapphire
material is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 3.
Faced cooled double disc window for 42 GHz Gyrotron.
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Figure 4.
Design flow chart for any Gyrotron window.

Figure 5.
Return loss performance of double disc sapphire window for 42 GHz Gyrotron.
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3.2 Thermal design

On the basis of electrical design of RF window, the thermal and structural
analysis are performed by using finite element analysis code ANSYS [23]. The
objective of thermal analysis is to assess the temperature distribution, axial stress,
radial stress and thermal expansions in the RF window for the 42 GHz Gyrotron
during extreme case of operation, that is, at saturation. The return loss and insertion
loss of the RF window have been obtained as �49.5 dB and � 0.02 dB, respectively.
Using these values of return loss and insertion loss, the reflected, transmitted and
the absorbed powers by double sapphire discs can be easily estimated as 0.001%,
99.54% and 0.42%, respectively. The beam-wave interaction simulation results
carried out in Gyrotron Lab, CEERI, shows 280 kW RF power generation in the
interaction cavity and thus 1176 W RF power is absorbed by the window disc in
double discs sapphire window. This absorbed power is distributed all over the disc
surface as TE03 mode.

A transient thermal analysis is used to determine the temperature distribution as a
function of time. The input parameters are heat flux, film coefficient and bulk tem-
perature are using in the analysis. The output parameter is the temperature distribu-
tions on RF window. The design of cooling system is chosen so that maximum surface
of the window is covered and flow rate of coolant is varying and optimized from 5.0 to
10 lit/min for maximum cooling. The windows boundaries consist of two parallel faces
with coolant in between and heat flow across the other face is given as:

q ¼ h Ts � Tbð Þ (18)

where h is heat film coefficient, Ts the surface temperature of the disc and Tb bulk
temperature of the coolant. The edges of the sapphire disc are assumed to be isolated.
The heat flux is given as an input parameter in the thermal simulations. First of all, the
heat film coefficient is optimized considering the effective cooling of the window disc.
The window geometries are optimized for the effective cooling. Normal water (288 K)

Figure 6.
Return loss performance of different thickness for sapphire disc window.
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is used as a coolant in the thermal simulations of the double discs sapphire window.
Temperatures on centre of disc and edge of the disc in double discs window geometry
are 77.13°C and 35°C, respectively.

4. Conclusion

The design methodology of RF window for high frequency Gyrotron is presented
in this Chapter. Both electrical and thermal analysis for microwave window design has
been discussed in this Chapter. At first, the various basic aspects, the selection of
windowmaterials and the power handling capability of high power window have been
discussed. It is found that Sapphire and BN can be used in moderate power Gyrotron
but CVD diamond is must for megawatt gyrotron. In 42 GHz, 200 kW Gyrotron
double discs, each of diameter 85 mm and thickness 3.2 mm sapphire window and
coolant FC-75 has been optimized in the design using CST microwave studio. In the
presented thermal design through ANSYS simulation, the temperature on the disc of
RF window does not exceed 100°C and thus within the safe limit. The subsequent
thermal stresses also do not deteriorate it. Single disc edge cooled window geometry is
used for Gyrotron tube which allows the microwave radiation to exit the tube. The
thermal analyses are performed by using finite element analysis code ANSYS code on
the basis of electrical design of RF window. The temperature on centre of disc and
edge of the disc in single disc window geometry are found as 376 K and 310 K,
respectively. The water-edge-cooled CVD diamond window provides a practical tech-
nical solution for the transmission of continuous millimeter wave transmission in
excess of 1.0 MW.
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Chapter 7

Reconfigurable Antennas Based on
Plasma Reflectors and Cylindrical
Slotted Waveguide
Fatemeh Sadeghikia, Ali Karami Horestani
and Mohamed Himdi

Abstract

In this chapter, we focus on the application of plasma structures to realize
reconfigurable antennas. Several approaches are presented to dynamically control the
beamwidth and radiation gain of circularly polarized helical antennas based on plasma
reflectors. Ideas and design principles were discussed and confirmed by full-wave
simulations and measurements of realized prototypes. It is shown that plasma reflec-
tors can be effectively used to design reconfigurable helicone antennas with control-
lable gain and beamwidth. The chapter also presents a reconfigurable slotted antenna
using a plasma tube inside the metallic waveguide. It is shown that the radiation
pattern of the antenna can be readily reconfigured by changing the state of the plasma
column. In short, it is shown that in contrast to conventional methods based on
electronic or mechanical devices, reconfigurable antennas based on plasma media
benefit from simple and relatively low-cost structures as well as high performance.

Keywords: plasma technology, reconfigurable antenna, beam steering, beamwidth
control, helicone antenna

1. Introduction

During past decades, potential applications of reconfigurable antennas in single-
input single-output (SISO) and multiple-input multiple-output MIMO communica-
tion systems have been widely investigated [1–32]. In both cases, the principal objec-
tive is to reduce the complexity of communication systems by obtaining diverse
radiation patterns and operating frequencies. For example, beam-steerable antennas
can provide multiple functionalities, thus, mitigating the complexity and overall cost
of communication systems.

Regarding applications in reconfigurable antennas, partially ionized plasma ele-
ments have the potential to be used either as the main radiator of the antenna as a
reflector, a parasitic director element, or even as a dielectric to improve the perfor-
mance of conventional antennas. Various realizations of antennas with reconfigurable
radiation characteristics and/or tunable resonance frequencies based on plasma radi-
ating element (s) have been reported in [1, 10–32]. However, due to the finite
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conductivity of the plasma elements, these antennas generally suffer from low effi-
ciency [12, 33]. This problem may be worse for small plasma antennas on which there
are high current densities. It can be seen, however, that since the current density on
the reflecting and parasitic elements of an antenna is much smaller than on the main
radiator of the antenna, plasma conductors may be good surrogates for metallic
reflector structures. The main advantage of using plasma reflectors rather than metal-
lic ones is that plasma reflectors can be switched on or off to toggle between original
and modified radiation patterns. This feature is demanded in many applications. For
instance, when radiation patterns with an adjustable beamwidth or main direction are
needed. In brief, a combination of plasma elements as reflectors and metallic element
(s) as the main radiator results in highly efficient reconfigurable antennas. In view of
these advantages, this chapter focuses on applications of plasma media as reflectors
(rather than the main radiator) for the realization of reconfigurable antennas.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, the characteristics of the plasma
media and the electromagnetic waves propagating in such media are briefly reviewed.
In Section 3, the benefits of the application of the plasma reflectors along with conven-
tional metallic antennas are described and two different prototypes, namely, a plasma-
cupped-ground helical antenna and a plasma helicone antenna are introduced. For each
prototype, the basic structure and the implementation technique are discussed and their
radiation characteristics are presented. The study will be concluded in Section 4.

2. Theory of plasma

In order to investigate the effect of plasma media on the radiation characteristics of
antennas, some basic properties of the plasma are first presented in this section.

The complex permittivity up of an isotropic plasma at low pressure can be modeled
as follows:

εp
ε0

¼ 1� ω2
p

ω2 þ υ2

 !
� j

ω2
pυ

ω ω2 þ υ2ð Þ

 !
(1)

Based on this relation, the plasma is a dispersive medium with permittivity εp,
which is a function of the operating angular frequency ω (rad/s). The permittivity of
the plasma is also a function of the electron-neutral collision frequency υ in Hz, and
the plasma angular frequency ωp (rad/s), which is defined as follows [13, 14]:

ωp ¼ ne2

mε0

� �1
2

(2)

where n is the electron density (m�3), e is the electron charge, andm is the electron
mass (kg). The electrical conductivity σ is given by [14]:

σ ¼ ε0υω2
p

υ2 þ ω2

 !
� j

ε0ωω2
p

υ2 þ ω2

 !
(3)

This relation thus indicates that the electrical conductivity of the plasma can be
controlled at a given operating frequency by varying either the plasma frequency or
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the collision frequency. The loss factor tanδ of the plasma medium can be derived
from the ratio of the imaginary part to the real part of the plasma dielectric constant as
follows:

tan δ ¼ εi
εr

¼
� ω2

pν

ω ω2þν2ð Þ
� �

1� ω2
p

ω2þν2

� � ¼ � νω2
p

ω ω2 þ ν2 � ω2
p

� � (4)

Based on this relation, plasma loss is a function of plasma parameters and operat-
ing frequency.

From Eq. (1), the plasma medium acts as a dielectric with a positive permittivity
for incident EM waves with frequencies higher than the plasma frequency, thereby
allowing the propagation of the incident wave through the plasma medium. I under-
stand this. In contrast, at frequencies less than the plasma frequency, the plasma
shows a negative permittivity, thus prohibiting the propagation of the EM wave. At
frequencies much lower than the plasma frequency, the plasma medium can be used
as a conductor, but it is not a very good conductor. For instance, in Figure 1, varia-
tions of the real part of the plasma permittivity versus the operating frequency, for a
medium with the plasma frequency fp = 7.8 GHz and the collision frequency υ = fp/3
are shown. It is observed that at the frequencies below the plasma frequency, the
plasma permittivity is negative, thus the plasma reflects the incident wave. However,
at frequencies greater than 7.8 GHz, the plasma permittivity varies from 0 to 1, thus
the plasma acts as a dielectric. It is also important to note that, since the plasma
angular frequency ωp can be tuned by adjusting some of the characteristics of the
plasma, such as its density, the frequency band in which the plasma behaves as a
dielectric or a conductor is adjustable.

3. Application of plasma reflectors in the antenna structures

Application of the plasma reflectors along with conventional metallic antennas
may provide benefits including steering capability and/or beamwidth control. In
general, a variety of methods are available to control the radiation pattern of direc-
tional antennas. However, almost all of these methods employ a kind of switching
mechanism including electrical, optical, or mechanical switches which require

Figure 1.
Variations of the permittivity of the plasma medium versus the frequency for the plasma frequency of 7.8 GHz and
the collision frequency of fp/3.
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complex and costly feed circuitries [5–7]. Altering the substrate characteristics by
using materials such as liquid crystals, ferrites, or plasmas is an almost new alternative
method for steering the radiation pattern of the antennas. The unique properties of
plasma as the fourth state of the matter have opened a new perspective for the
realization of antennas with a reconfigurable radiation pattern or a tunable operating
frequency. Therefore, plasma-based reconfigurable/tunable antennas can be consid-
ered as cost-efficient and efficient alternatives for currently in-use methods [2, 4,
8, 9]. As shown in the previous section, the plasma medium can be used as a conduc-
tor at frequencies much lower than the plasma frequency. An important advantage of
plasma-conducting elements compared to metallic ones is that they can be switched
on and off and their length can be adjusted electrically. Authors [2, 4, 8, 9, 34, 35]
investigated theoretical aspects and different configurations of metal antennas with
plasma reflectors for manipulating antenna radiation patterns.

Although various techniques have been introduced to control the beamwidth of
antennas, including the use of liquid metal reflectors [36], conformal selective surfaces
[37], and varactor switches, antenna beam steering and beamwidth control There has
been little research done on the simultaneous execution of Single antenna architecture
[38, 39]. However, in these studies, antenna beam steering and beamwidth control
increased the cost of hardware and software complexity. It has been shown by authors
[40] that a reconfigurable antenna based on plasma reflectors not only may be able to
steer the radiation pattern in 3-D space but also can be used for the dynamic control of
the antenna beamwidth. Based on these advantages and recent trends in scientific
reporting, we believe it is likely that the next decade will see a significant increase in
research on plasma-based communication components, including reconfigurable
antennas. Therefore, in this section, we present here two prototypes of reconfigurable
antennas based on plasma reflectors and analyze their radiation properties. In both
cases, a conventional axial-mode helical antenna is used as the primary radiator, and a
plasma reflector is used to steer the beam or change the beamwidth of the antenna.

3.1 Plasma-cupped-ground helical antenna

The first part of this section presents the structure of a conventional dish ground
axial mode helical antenna and compares its radiation pattern with that of an identical
planar ground antenna. In the following, we consider an axial mode helical antenna
with a plane ground as the reference antenna. In addition, we study the effect of the
height of the dish bottom on the radiation properties of the antenna, including the
gain and half-width (HPBW) of the antenna. Part 2 investigates the feasibility of
beamwidth control based on plasma elements by replacing the metal dish ground of
the helical antenna with a plasma dish ground and numerically comparing the char-
acteristics of the two antennas. Then, the final part of this section describes the
realization and experimental verification of the proposed antenna.

3.1.1 Structure and dimensions of dish bottom helical antenna

Various methods have been proposed in the literature to improve the radiation
properties of helical antennas. Authors [41–44] considered modifying the ground
plane of the antenna to form a cup-shaped ground reflector. Despite its simplicity, this
method is very effective in improving the beamwidth and radiation gain of helical
antennas. Figure 2 shows the shape of a conventional dish-bottom helical antenna.
The antenna consists of a helical antenna operating in on-axis mode and a dished
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metal reflector. It can be shown that the cup-shaped reflector with the height of HC,
and the diameter DC can improve the radiation gain and the HPBW of the antenna.
Note that the achieved gain depends on the dimensions of the cup, including its height
and radius. For demonstration, the effect of the height HC of the cup on the radiation
gain and HPBW of the helical antenna is shown in Figure 3. The antenna operates at
the center frequency of 927 MHz and has an antenna diameter of Dc = 330 mm (� λ).
Simulation results are shown for three different numbers with turns N = 6.5, 10, and
13. In this study, the diameter of the helix is DH = 116 mm, the pitch angle α = 13.6o,

and the helix height HH = 550 mm. The designed helical antenna with a planar ground
conductor with a radius Dg = 480 mm demonstrates a simulated radiation gain of 12.7
dBi and the HPBW of 37.5o at the center frequency. The full-wave simulated radiation
gain and HPBW of the antennas versus the height of the cupped ground (normalized
to the helix height, i.e., HC/HH) show that increasing the height HC of the cupped
ground up to around HC/HH = 0.07 when N = 6.5 in this study, enhances the gain of
the antenna up to 0.5 dB. However, further increasing the HC, decreases the gain and
consequently, increases the HPBW of the antenna. For instance, when HC/HH = 0.29
(i.e., HC = 160 mm for N = 6.5), the radiation gain of the antenna with respect to the
reference helical antenna decreases around 0.4 dB, while the HPBW increases around
7.5o. Figure 4 compares the simulated radiation gain of the reference antenna with
that of the cupped ground helical antenna when HC = 160 mm for N = 6.5.

It can be concluded here that HPBW and the maximum radiation gain of the helical
antenna can be adjusted by the height of the cupped ground. The results also show the
potential application of the tunable length plasma cup for controlling the radiation

Figure 2.
The structure of a typical cupped ground helical antenna.

Figure 3.
Simulated Gain and HPBW of the cupped ground helical antenna versus HC/HH considering the constant height of
the helix (HH).
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gain and beamwidth of helical antennas. Thus, in the next section, first, the metallic
cup of the helix antenna is replaced with a plasma cup with HC = 160 mm, and the
effects of different configurations of the plasma reflector on the performance of the
plasma-based and metallic antenna will be compared.

3.1.2 Plasma reflectors as the cupped ground for a helical antenna

It is worth reminding that if the plasma frequency is sufficiently larger than the
operating frequency, the plasma medium demonstrates a relatively high conductivity.
Therefore, if the metallic cup in the antenna is replaced with a plasma cup, the
efficiency of the antenna with a cup-shaped plasma reflector depends on the plasma
frequency. To further investigate this effect, two different plasma frequencies fp1 = 3
GHz and fp2 = 30 GHz for the plasma-cupped ground in a helical antenna with
identical dimensions as the antenna presented in the previous section are studied. In
Figure 5, the radiation gain of the antenna for the two plasma frequencies fp1 = 3 GHz
and fp2 = 30 GHz is plotted. The results are also compared to the radiation gain of the
helical antenna with a metallic planar ground as well as the gain of the antenna with
metallic-cupped ground. As shown in this figure, the gain of the first plasma-cupped
antenna shows no improvement with respect to the gain of the helical antenna with a
planar ground. This is because the conductivity of the plasma cup with the plasma
frequency fp1 = 3 GHz is not adequate to act as a good reflector. In contrast, for the
higher plasma frequency of fp2 = 30 GHz, the plasma behaves nearly the same as a
metallic cup, leading to improved gain. In short, the simulation results show that the
metallic reflector can be replaced with the plasma reflector if the plasma frequency for
the plasma reflector is properly chosen.

Figure 4.
A comparison between the simulated radiation gain of a conventional helical antenna with a planar ground and
the cupped ground helical antenna with HC = 160 mm.

Figure 5.
Simulated radiation gain of a cup-helix antenna with different cup materials compared to a conventional flat-
bottom helix antenna.
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It is worth noting that achieving a uniform plasma surface is demanding and
expensive. However, an array of plasma columns dense enough to form the cup-
shaped bottom 10 can be used. For this purpose, taking into account the various types
of commercially available plasma tubes. In this study, a compact U-shaped fluorescent
lamp (CFL) is used to implement the plasma reflector. An array of 25 CFLs arranged
in a circle around the helix is used, as shown in Figure 6a. As shown in Figure 6b, the
actual size of commercial type CFL is considered in this investigation for the geomet-
ric scales of the reflectors. In this study, the height of each CFL from the ground plane
is 160 mm while its diameter is 14.7 mm leaving a 1.6 mm space gap between the
columns of the CFL.

Using this configuration, variations of the number and arrangement of the acti-
vated CFL reflectors shape the beam profile of the radiated wave. For the beamwidth
adjustment, three configurations are studied in this investigation. The first configura-
tion is called the all-off state, with all CFLs off (), the second configuration with 12
alternate CFLs; on (), and the final configuration with the all-on state. All elements
are known to be on ()

For simulation purposes, the plasma frequency and collision frequency of the CFL
are assumed to be ω = 14 � 10 rad/s and ν = 400 MHz, respectively. Also, his
commercially available CFL tube components are modeled as Pyrex with a dielectric
constant of 4.82. and 0.5mm thick. Additionally, inactive CFL tubes are only simu-
lated as empty U-shaped Pyrex tubes. For simulation purposes, a loss factor tanδ =
0.069 at the operating frequency f = 927 MHz is considered. As already mentioned,
plasma medium losses are higher than conventional conductors. However, since the
plasma element is used as a reflector rather than the antenna’s main radiator, the
performance of the antenna is not degraded. However, some of the physical parame-
ters of the plasma, such as pressure, can be used to further reduce the effects of
plasma leakage [45].

Figure 7 shows the simulated antenna radiation gain for the three configurations.
As shown in this figure, a relatively narrow radiated beam, which is around 37°,
exactly the same as the radiated beam of the helical antenna with no reflector, belongs
to the All-OFF state, while a wider beam and a lower gain are achieved by the 12
alternatively turned-on. Increasing the number of activated CFLs makes the beam

Figure 6.
(a). Geometry configuration of a plasma-cupped-ground helical antenna based on the CFL reflectors. (b).
Geometry of the reflective CFL elements.
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even wider and it covers a wider space angle. Therefore, the widest beam, which is
around 50.3°, is observed at the direction of the end-fire when all the CFLs are
activated and as expected, the gain adversely decreases from 12.5 dBi for the All-OFF
state to 9.21 dBi for the All-ON state. In short, as shown in Figure 8, due to the
diffraction of electromagnetic waves, when a higher number of plasma reflectors is
activated, the radiation gain decreases.

Another desirable characteristic of the plasma-cupped-ground helical antenna is
that by unsymmetrical activation of a group of neighboring CFLs the main radiation
lobe of the antenna can be steered. The radiation patterns of the antenna for two
configurations, including the case in which half of the adjacent reflectors (i.e., a half-
cylinder) on the right side are turned ON and the CFLs in the left half cylinder are
turned OFF, and also the case with its complementary configuration, in which the
CFLs in the right half cylinder are turned OFF and those in the left half cylinder are
turned ON, are compared and the results are shown in Figure 9. The figure clearly
shows that the beam of the antenna can be steered by �6o electrically by this method.
Note that the beam steering in a three-dimensional space around the end-fire direc-
tion of the antenna can be performed by activating a half cylinder of CFL array, while
the height and radius of the cup change the scanning angle. Although the dimensions
of the commercially available plasma tubes used in this study enforce the height of the
plasma cup, in practical applications customized plasma tubes can be used to bypass
the barrier of steering angle.

In short, through full-wave electromagnetic simulations it is demonstrated that,
using a dense array of plasma CFLs instead of a metallic cup, the radiated beamwidth
of a helical antenna can be electrically controlled, while its direction has the potential
to be steered in the space.

Figure 7.
Simulated radiation gain of the cupped ground helical antenna using plasma reflectors.

Figure 8.
Variations of the simulated radiation gain and HPBW of the cupped ground helical antenna versus the number of
symmetrically excited plasma reflectors.
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3.1.3 Realization of the antenna and measurement results

The details of the realization and experimental validation of the plasma-cupped-
ground helical antenna are devoted in this section. To this end, a prototype of the
antenna is implemented and a comparison between simulated and measured results is
presented.

By assembling the main body of the helical antenna and the plasma CFLs on a
circular ground structure, as shown in Figure 10a and b, a prototype of the proposed
antenna is realized. In this structure, each CFL is supplied by an electrical ballast
which is connected to a relay. The states of each relay are controlled independently by
a microcontroller board and as a result, every single CFL can be switched ON or OFF
independently to control the radiation beamwidth or to steer the radiated beam
toward the desired direction. The block diagram of the details of the reflector struc-
ture, including the CFLs and controlling electronic devices, is shown in Figure 10c.

Measurements are performed in an anechoic chamber with peak gain accuracy
better than 0.5 dBi within the operating frequency range of the antenna. A compari-
son of simulated and measured antenna radiation gains for various plasma reflector
configurations is shown in Figure 11. The measured gain and HPBW in the fully off
state are 12.2 dBi and 42o, respectively, slightly wider than the simulated HPBW in
this state. The measured gains for the all-element active and 13 alternately active
configurations are 9.18 and 10.07 dBi, respectively, and the HPBW are 51.5o and
42.4o, respectively. In short, the good agreement between the simulation and

Figure 9.
Simulation results of the steered radiation pattern of the helical antenna using activation of the half number of
CFLs.

Figure 10.
(a), (b) Fabricated antenna, (c) Block diagram of the details of the structure of the showing antenna.
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measurement results of the configuration confirms the simulation results related to
the proposed method of electronic control of the antenna beamwidth. In total, 25 CFLs
(odd number of CFLs) are used in this study to fully cover the cup bottom situation.
Therefore, this mode is not a completely symmetrical configuration because alternat-
ing CFL activations leave two adjacent CFLs both activated (or deactivated). There-
fore, some asymmetry in the radiation gain is expected. The time required to change
the width or direction of the radiation beam depends only on the plasma decay time.
This is about a few microseconds.

To experimentally verify the beam-steering capability of the proposed antenna, only
12 CFLs on one side of the bottom of the plasma cup are turned on and the remaining
CFLs are turned off. The measured gain, in this case, is about 11.07 dBi at 96o, which
matches very well with the simulated gain of 11.10 dBi, as shown in Figure 11d. In
summary, the proposed technique for steering the beam and controlling the beamwidth
using plasma reflectors is validated both numerically and experimentally.

3.1.4 Application of a half-cup plasma reflector for beam steering

An investigation on the effects of the dimensions of a half-cup plasma reflector,
including its height HC and diameter DC, on the radiation characteristics of the helical
antenna to control its steering angle will be presented in this section [46].

4. The effect of the diameter of the half-cup plasma reflector

To investigate the effect of the diameter of the half-cup DC on the radiation
characteristics of the antenna, a parametric study is conducted in this section. In this

Figure 11.
Comparison of simulated and measured radiation gains of a plasma dish antenna at a frequency of 927 MHz for
various configurations: (a) all CFLs active; (b) all CFLs are deactivated; (c) CFL is activated alternately; and (d)
half of the adjacent CFL becomes active.
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study, the diameter of the half-cup is changed between DC = 0.6 λ and DC =1.4 λ,
while its height is fixed at HC = 0.5 λ. Figure 12 shows the simulated radiation
characteristics of the antenna for different values of DC. As shown in this figure,
increasing the diameter of the half-cup reflector increases the gain while decreases the
HPBW and AR of the antenna. Moreover, variations of DC also change the direction of
the radiated beam. The figure shows that for small diameters of the half-cup reflector,
e.g., DC < 0.7 in Figure 12c, the polarization of the antenna is not circular because the
AR is greater than 3dB. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 12d, for small values of DC,
the direction of the main beam is greater than 90o, i.e., the radiated beam is tilted
toward the plasma half-cup. In contrast, further increasing the diameter of the half-

Figure 12.
Radiation characteristics of the plasma half-cupped-helical antenna with a diameter of the cup at HC = 0.5 λ: (a)
gain, (b) half-power beamwidth (HPBW), (c) axial ratio (AR), and (d) main lobe direction (MLD).

Figure 13.
Simulated radiation pattern of the plasma half-cupped-helical antenna at HC = 0.5 λ when: (a) DC = 0.6 λ, (b)
DC = 1.4 λ.
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cup to the greater diameters than 0.7 λ, changes the direction of the main beam to the
opposite side with respect to the half-cup, i.e., to angles smaller than 90 degrees.
Based on these graphs, an optimum diameter of around 1.0 λ for the half-cup is also
observed to achieve the maximum gain of 12.2 dBi with the circular polarization,
while the beam is steered to 85o. In short, altering the diameter of the half-cup
controls the direction of the main beam of the helical antenna, as shown in 3D
radiation plots in Figure 13 for two different diameters of the half-cup plasma reflec-
tor at HC = 0.5 λ.

5. The effect of the height of the half-cup

Based on the results presented in the previous section, to compromise between a
higher radiation gain and a lower AR for the antenna, a diameter of DC = 1.0 λ is
considered as the diameter of the half-cup in this section. By fixing DC, the height of
the half-cup plasma reflector (HC) controls the physical shape of the half-cup. Thus, a
parametric study is presented in this section based on the variation of HC. The
numerical results of the radiation characteristics of the antenna versus HC, when it
changes between HC = 0 and HC = 1.5 λ, are shown in Figure 14. The graphs clearly
show that HC changes all the radiation characteristics of the antenna. Specifically, the
figure shows that for heights of smaller than 0.7 λ (HC < 0.7 λ) the polarization of the
antenna is circular (AR < 3 dB), and the maximum gain is achieved when HC ≈ 0, i.e.
when there is no conductor reflector around the helix. The figures also show that
increasing HC from HC = 0 to HC = 0.7 λ decreases the radiation gain while steers the
beam of the antenna from end-fire (i.e., θ = 90o) to θ = 84o in the opposite direction of
the half-cup. Further increasing the HC from 0.7 λ, increases the steering angle of the

Figure 14.
Simulated radiation characteristics of the half-cupped-plasma antenna with a height of the cup at DC = 1.0 λ: (a)
gain, (b) HPBW, (c) AR, and (d) MLD.
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main beam up to θ = 80o. However, the polarization of the antenna is not circular in
this case. To have a better insight, 3-D radiation plots of the antenna for two special
cases of HC = 0.0 λ and HC = 1.5 λ when DC = 1.0 λ are shown in Figure 15.

In summary, from these graphs, it can be concluded that increasing the height of
the half-cup steers the radiated beam of the helical antenna which is the target of this
study. However, an appropriate selection of the height of the cup is required to
achieve the maximum steering angle while maintaining the circular polarization using
a half-cup plasma reflector around the helical antenna.

5.1 Summary

Dynamic beamwidth control and beam steering using plasma technology for the
radiation beam of axial mode helical antennas is proposed. It has been shown that a
circular array of plasma CFLs around the helical antenna controls electronically the
direction and width of the radiated beam of the antenna. Fabrication of prototypes of
the proposed structure and measurements of the radiation properties of various con-
figurations of plasma reflectors confirmed the concept and computational results. The
proposed antenna can be considered as a cost-effective solution for scanning and
finding the target in certain applications related to space communications and radar
systems.

5.2 Plasma helicone antenna

As previously mentioned in Section 3.1, an efficient technique to improve the
radiation characteristics of a conventional axial mode helical antenna is shaping the
ground conductor [40–44]. Some papers proposed a truncated conical reflector
around an axial-mode helical antenna, known as a helicone antenna, in order to
enhance its radiation gain, up to 5 dB, and also to minimize the side-lobe levels of
helical antennas [42, 47, 48]. To compromise between the maximum radiation gain
and minimum physical dimensions of the antenna, the optimal dimensions of the
conical ground plane of the antenna have been presented in [42]. This antenna has
applications in many communication systems where high radiation gain is desirable,
including tracking and space communication systems.

Figure 15.
Radiation of the half-cup plasma antenna with DC = 1.0 λ when: (a) HC = 0.0 λ, (b) HC =1.25 λ.
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Generally, a helicone antenna covers an area with a certain footprint. When the
location of the target is known, a high-gain antenna will be preferred and this
approach may be effective. However, when the location of the target is inaccurate,
misalignment loss, especially in space applications, may be very high. In this case, if
the beamwidth of the antenna in the ground station can be varied, even with less
radiation gain, an alternate approach may be used. Using auto-tracking antenna ped-
estals is one method to address this issue. However, controlling the beamwidth of the
ground station antenna is an alternative elegant method so that in normal conditions
the antenna is adjusted to have its maximum gain, and when the target is lost, to find
its accurate position its beamwidth is increased. For instance, to cover a relatively
wide area, a conventional helical antenna with a relatively wide beamwidth can be
used, and after receiving some information from the target, it can be reconfigured to
have a narrower beamwidth (and as a result higher gain). The required
reconfiguration from an antenna with a wider HPBW to an antenna with a higher gain
is possible if the truncated conical ground of the antenna can be electrically switched
ON and OFF or its dimension can be altered.

Although there are different techniques for controlling the beamwidth of a single
antenna [49–52], it is critical that the selected technique minimizes the complexity of
the hardware and software designs and as a result and reduces the costs associated
with such an antenna. The aim of this study is to demonstrate a truncated conical
plasma reflector around a conventional axial mode helical antenna as an efficient and
relatively low-cost method to enhance the radiation gain and control HPBW of a
helical antenna. It will be shown that there will be two radiation modes for the
proposed antenna, namely, a narrow beam mode with higher radiation gain and a
wide beam mode with lower radiation gain. To verify the performance of the pro-
posed antenna, the simulation results of the designed antenna in terms of radiation
gain and HPBW are presented. The results show that there are two different operating
modes based on the state of the plasma. In the first mode, the plasma reflectors are
switched OFF and the proposed structure acts as a conventional helical antenna, and
in the second mode, the plasma reflectors are switched ON and the structure acts as a
helical antenna with a truncated conical plasma reflector. As expected, in the second
mode, the radiation gain is higher than the gain in the first mode. For the realization of
the proposed structure, it is important to consider the feasibility, level of complexity,
and the costs associated with the implementation. Thus, based on these consider-
ations, different techniques for the implementation are analyzed and the best
structure in terms of ease of fabrication is selected.

5.2.1 The basic structure of a helicone antenna

Figure 16 illustrates the structure of the helicone antenna which is composed of a
conventional axial-mode helical antenna with a truncated conical ground. In this
figure, D, C, α, N, and L are, respectively, the diameter, the circumference, the pitch
angle, the number of turns, and the length of the helical section of the antenna. For
the truncated conical section, D1, D2, β, and H are, respectively, the inner diameter,
the outer diameter, the angle, and the height. The operating frequency of the
antenna is 1280 MHz. At this frequency, the dimensions of the helical section of the
antenna are D = 8.4 cm, C = 1.12 λ, α =11.35o, N = 5, and L ≈ 26.49 cm. Considering a
circular ground plane with the radius of Dg = 1.5 D for the designed helical antenna,
which is used as a reference in this study, the simulated radiation gain and beamwidth
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are, respectively, G = 12.6 dBi and HPBW = 40.6o while the direction of the main
beam of the helix is in the end-fire direction at θ= 90o.

Based on the study presented in [42], the optimum dimensions of the truncated
conical ground section for the maximum gain are D1 = 1.1 λ, H = 0.6 λ, and β =45o,
which for the operating frequency of 1280 MHz, D1 = 25.78 cm, and H = 14.06 cm. For
the optimized helicone antenna, the simulated radiation gain and beamwidth are,
respectively, G = 15 dBi and HPBW = 31.7o in the end-fire direction, while the
polarization of the antenna is still circular. So, around 19% enhancement in the
radiation gain of the optimized helicone antenna with respect to a circular ground
plane helical antenna is observed while, as expected, the HPBW of the antenna has
proportionally decreased.

5.2.2 A helicone antenna using plasma conical ground

In this section, a helicone antenna using a truncated conical ground of the plasma
material is analyzed numerically. Here, the plasma and collision frequencies are,
respectively, ωp = 14 �1010 rad/s and ν = 400 MHz, the height of the cone is 0.6 λ and
its angle is 45o. The simulation results show a gain of G = 15.3 dBi and beamwidth of
HPBW = 31.2o for the antenna, which proves that the performance of the plasma
conical ground is similar to the performance of the metallic conical ground. Moreover,
it is clear that by switching OFF the plasma section, the radiation gain and beamwidth
of the antenna, just like a single helical antenna, are, respectively, G = 12.6 dBi and
HPBW = 40.6o, as shown in Figure 17. So, the helical antenna with plasma conical
ground is capable of switching between two different radiation patterns, by switching
the plasma conical ground ON and OFF. When the plasma conical ground is switched

Figure 16.
(a) The structure of a conventional helicone antenna, (b) an illustration of the antenna.

Figure 17.
The simulated radiation gain of the helicone antenna using a plasma conical reflector.
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ON, a helicone antenna is achieved which benefits from a higher radiation gain (or
narrower beamwidth) and when the plasma reflector is switched OFF a helical
antenna is achieved with lower radiation gain (or wider beamwidth).

5.2.3 The implementation of the plasma helicone antenna

Numerical results presented in the previous section show that a truncated conical
plasma reflector provides a switchable beamwidth (or gain) for the helical antenna. In
practice, the realization of the homogenous conical section by plasma material is not
straightforward. So, the aim of this section is to analyze different conical structures
based on the commercial fluorescent lamps for the realization of the plasma conical
reflector. To this end, different structures are analyzed and their performances are
evaluated.

5.2.4 Plasma helicone antenna based on the U-shaped compact fluorescent lamps

As the first method for the realization of the plasma helicone antenna, as shown in
Figure 18, a sufficiently dense array of U-shaped CFLs are arranged in a conical
structure. The dimensions of a U-shaped CFL has been shown in Figure 6b. The
number of CFLs in the structure is selected based on the circumference of the bottom
face of the cone so that a dense array of CFLs covers this face. The length of each CFL
is 18 cm from the circular ground and the diameter of each CFL column is 14.7 mm,
while a 1.6 mm space gap is between the columns. So, to form the truncated conical
reflector, 19 CFLs are arranged at the bottom face of the cone. The angle between the
ground plane and each CFL is 45o. Note that the packaging of the commercial off-the-
shelf CFLs is such that small space gaps between adjacent elements are inevitable. It is
clearly observed in the figure that the distance between the CFLs in the larger diam-
eter of the cone (i.e. D2) is not possible to be ignored. So, discrepancies between the
performance of the conical-shaped homogenous plasma reflector and the conical
reflector using U-shaped CFLs are expected. The simulated radiation gain and
beamwidth of the plasma helicone antenna with based on the proposed structure are G
= 12.8 dBi and HPBW = 37.8o compared to G =12.6 dBi and HPBW = 30.6o for the
helical reference antenna (without the conical ground). This structure shows less than
2% improvement in the radiation gain of the antenna, while the total power con-
sumption of the antenna is 342 W.

5.2.5 Plasma helicone antenna based on the fluorescent tubes

In this case, 45 commercial conventional fluorescent lamps are arranged in a
conical shape to form the reflector, as shown in Figure 19. The diameter and length of

Figure 18.
The structure of the helicone antenna using U-Shaped CFLs.
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the fluorescent lamps are 1.5 cm and 18 cm, respectively. The plasma and collision
frequencies are, respectively, ωp = 14�1010 rad/s and ν = 400 MHz for each lamp.
Since the power consumption of each lamp is 6 W, the total power consumption of
this structure is 270 W. The simulated radiation gain and HPBW of the helicone
antenna based on this structure are, respectively, G = 13.1 dBi and HPBW = 37o when
all the lamps are excited. This shows a 3% improvement in the radiation gain with
respect to the reference helical antenna. It seems that this structure is also inefficient
because the distance between the plasma elements in the upper section of the conical
reflector is large.

5.2.6 Plasma helicone antenna based on the combination of U-shaped CFLs and fluorescent
lamps

In order to improve the radiation gain of the plasma helicone antenna, a new
version of the truncated conical reflector is proposed here based on the combination
of the U-shaped CFLs and cylindrical fluorescent lamps. In this structure, 19 U-shaped
CFLs are arranged in the structure shown in Figure 18, while 19 fluorescent lamps are
also inserted between them from the upper side of the cone, as shown in Figure 20.
The holder of the fluorescent tubes is made from Teflon. The simulated radiation gain
and beamwidth of this structure are, respectively, G = 14.7 dBi and HPBW = 30o,
which around 17% enhancement in the gain is observed with respect to the reference
helical antenna. The power consumption of this structure is around 459 W.

5.2.7 Plasma helicone antenna based on a spiral plasma tube

As another alternative for the implementation of the conical ground in the helicone
antenna, the effects of a spiral plasma lamp are also investigated. A view of the

Figure 19.
The structure of the helicone antenna using commercial fluorescent lamps.

Figure 20.
3-D view of a helicone antenna based on the combination of fluorescent lamps and U-shaped CFLs.
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proposed structure is shown in Figure 21. The diameter and thickness of the spiral
plasma tube are, respectively, 1 cm 0.1 cm while the tube material is Pyrex. To form
the conical plasma section, around 17 turns of the plasma tube are wrapped in this
study. The plasma and collision frequencies are around ωp = 14 �1010 rad/s and ν =
400 MHz in the column. The simulated radiation gain and beamwidth of this antenna
are around G = 14.6 dBi and HPBW = 33.9o, respectively. Around 16% enhancement
with respect to the reference helical antenna is observed in the radiation gain using
this structure which is similar to the enhancement of the radiation gain in the previous
case in which a combination of fluorescent lamps and U-shaped CFLs are used for the
implementation of the conical section. A comparison between the simulated gain of
the helical antenna using proposed plasma reflectors in the two last cases with the gain
of the reference helical and helicone antennas is shown in Figure 22.

5.2.8 Reconfigurable slotted cylindrical waveguide and coaxial array plasma antenna

Slotted waveguide antennas have been studied in the literature for many years
[53–59]. A number of papers [60–64] have proposed plasma-filled waveguides for
mode modification or as protection against high-power electromagnetic waves. In this
study, the waveguide is partially filled with plasma. In this section, we propose a
reconfigurable cylindrical slotted waveguide antenna coupled to a plasma tube, and
study the radiation pattern, gain, S-parameters, and we present simulation and
experimental results related to efficiency and performance. This antenna system
offers him two modes of operation depending on the plasma conditions. 1) the wave-
guide mode, which is active when the plasma is off, and 2) the coaxial mode, when the
plasma is on. Performance of the reconfigurable system is observed in terms of
reflection coefficient, maximum realizable gain, radiation pattern, and overall effi-
ciency. Slotted waveguide antennas have been studied in the literature for many years

Figure 21.
The structure of the helicone antenna using conical spiral plasma lighting tubes.

Figure 22.
The simulated radiation gain of the helicone antenna for different cases.
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[53–59]. A number of papers [60–64] have proposed plasma-filled waveguides for
mode modification or as protection against high-power electromagnetic waves. In this
study, the waveguide is partially filled with plasma. In this section, we propose a
reconfigurable cylindrical slotted waveguide antenna coupled to a plasma tube, and
study the radiation pattern, gain, S-parameters, and We present simulation and
experimental results related to efficiency and performance. This antenna system
offers her two modes of operation depending on the plasma conditions. 1) the wave-
guide mode, which is active when the plasma is off, and 2) the coaxial mode, when the
plasma is on. Performance of the reconfigurable system is observed in terms of
reflection coefficient, maximum realizable gain, radiation pattern, and overall effi-
ciency.

5.3 Modeling and simulation

The shape of the waveguide is shown in Figure 23. The diameter and length of the
metal tube are 70 mm and 620 mm, respectively. A plasma tube, which is a commer-
cially available fluorescent lamp, is inserted into the metal tube (see Figure 24a and b).
The height and diameter of the lamp are 590 mm and 26 mm, respectively. The feed
system consists of a metal ring surrounding both ends of the lamp and a coaxial cable
(see Figure 24a) attached to this metal ring to provide the RF signal. The realized
prototype is shown in Figure 24b. In this study, CST Microwave Studio is used
for simulation. The gas-containing tube consists of glossy glass with εr = 4.82,
tan δ = 0.005 and a thickness of 0.5 mm. The plasma follows the Drude model [65, 66]

Figure 23.
Antenna shape.

Figure 24.
Realized models. (a) Feeding lamp. (b) Realized waveguide.
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defined by two parameters: plasma angular frequency ωp = 43.9823�109 rad/s and
electron neutral collision frequency ν = 900 MHz.

5.4 Results and discussion

5.4.1 Plasma waveguide antenna

First, we investigate the S-parameters of the antenna and examine the behavior of
the metal tube depending on the plasma state. Figure 25 shows simulated S11 and S21
of the proposed structure for both plasma off and plasma on cases. Note that when the
plasma is turned off, we expect a conventional waveguide with a cutoff frequency of
about 2.5 GHz, as shown in Figure 25a. However, when the plasma is on, the coaxial
conductor appears with stronger absorption around 4 GHz, as shown in Figure 25b.

In order to validate the simulation results, S21 measurements were carried out in
cases of plasma activation and deactivation, as shown in Figure 26. Simulations and
measurements agree, but the observed loss is more significant. Plasma OFF curves
indicate low-frequency lamps, possibly due to prototype and delivery system
manufacturing.

5.4.2 Slotted waveguide antenna

Now, to use the metal tube as an antenna, make 12 small slits (ls = 40mm, ws =
5mm) in the surface of the tube, as shown in Figure 27. The distance between the slots

Figure 25.
Simulated S11 and S21 magnitude. (a) Plasma is OFF. (b) Plasma is ON.

Figure 26.
Measured S21 magnitude when the plasma is OFF and ON.
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is λ/2 to 4 GHz (40 mm), so the antenna radiates up to 4 GHz with the plasma turned
off. It also has four large slots (ls = 150 mm, ws = 5 mm) and a slot spacing of λ/2 at 1
GHz (150 mm). The antenna operates at 1 GHz when the plasma is on.

Figure 28 shows the S11 and S21 simulations of the slotted antenna both when the
plasma is off (Figure 28a) and on (Figure 28b). The match around 4GHz is -40dB
and the S21 is -10dB. This means that most of the power is radiated resulting in good
gain and efficiency. By turning on the plasma, the 1 GHz match due to the waveguide
to coaxial line conversion is -20 dB and S21 is about -20 dB. In this case, a 4-element
array provides good gain and efficiency.

A radiation pattern is shown in Figure 2 to demonstrate the reconfigurable capa-
bility of this antenna system. Figure 29a and 29b show simulated E-plane radiation
patterns for 4 GHz frequency when plasma is off and 1 GHz frequency when plasma is
on, respectively. In the two simulation results, each radiation pattern is normalized to

Figure 27.
Slotted waveguide geometry, small slot for 4 GHz antenna (ls = 40 mm, ws = 5 mm) and large slot for 1 GHz
antenna (ls = 150 mm, ws = 5 mm).

Figure 28.
Simulated sizes of S11 and S21 for slot antennas. (a) Plasma is off. (b) Plasma is on.

Figure 29.
Normalized H-plane radiation pattern. (a) 4 GHz with the plasma turned off. (b) 1 GHz with plasma ON.
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its electric field maximum. The -3 dB simulation bandwidths are 8.1° to 4 GHz and
34.1° to 1 GHz. The antenna is tilted between two frequencies, 120° to 4 GHz and 60°
to 1 GHz. Sidelobe level (SLL) is close to -10dB regardless of configuration.

Figure 30 shows the maximum simulation gain achieved. For plasma shutdown,
the gain is maximum at 4 GHz, 13.27 dBi. In the case of ON, the gain is maximal at 1
GHz and is equivalent to 6.82 dBi. As far as gain is concerned, there is a 40 dB to 1
GHz difference between plasma OFF and plasma ON. The difference of 52 dB to 4
GHz between switched-off plasma and activated plasma. Normally, the antenna is not
expected to operate at 1 GHz because the cut-off frequency is greater than 1 GHz. But
once the lamp is switched on, the waveguide becomes a coaxial line from which to
obtain radiation and gain at 1 GHz. Gain allows evaluation of antenna efficiency. Total
efficiency is 83.4% to 4 GHz (extinguished plasma) and 68.2% to 1 GHz (activated
plasma).

6. Conclusion

In this chapter, several approaches for the dynamic control of the beamwidth and
radiation gain of circular polarized helical antennas based on plasma reflectors have
been presented. The concept and design principles were discussed and confirmed
through complete full-wave simulations. Various achievements of the plasma reflec-
tor, using U-shaped CFLs, commercial fluorescent tubes and conical spiral plasma
tubes have been explored. From the upper and lower side of the cone, the most
effective solution is to replace the metallic truncated conical reflector by a combina-
tion of U-shaped CFLs and commercial fluorescent tubes.

In all cases, we look at the practicalities and costs of implementation.
In the last section, a reconfigurable slot antenna using a plasma tube inside a metal

waveguide was presented. The antenna exhibits reconfigurable radiation patterns at 4
GHz and 1 GHz, depending on the plasma conditions. The main advantage of this
antenna with the plasma on is that it can radiate at 1 GHz while the gain drops off
sharply at 4 GHz frequency.

Figure 30.
Gain of the antenna in plasma OFF and ON cases.
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